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Multiplicative forms and Spencer operators
Marius Crainic Maria Amelia Salazar Ivan Struchiner
Abstract
Motivated by our attempt to recast Cartan’s work on Lie pseudo-
groups in a more global and modern language, we are brought back to
the question of understanding the linearization of multiplicative forms on
groupoids and the corresponding integrability problem. From this point
of view, the novelty of this paper is that we study forms with coefficients.
However, the main contribution of this paper is conceptual: the find-
ing of the relationship between multiplicative forms and Cartan’s work,
which provides a completely new approach to integrability theorems for
multiplicative forms. Back to Cartan, the multiplicative point of view
shows that, modulo Lie’s functor, the Cartan Pfaffian system (itself a
multiplicative form with coefficients!) is the same thing as the classical
Spencer operator.
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1 Introduction and main results
This paper belongs to a longer project – that of understanding Cartan’s work on
Lie pseudogroups [10, 11, 12] in a more global and modern language. An impor-
tant role in our interpretation is played by Pfaffian systems on Lie groupoids.
These are the main objects of this paper. We prove an integrability result, in
the spirit of Lie, which allows us to pass from the (more interesting) global
picture to the (easier-to-handle) linear picture. As an outcome we find that
the associated infinitesimal data are certain “connection-like operators”, which
we call ‘Spencer operators’. The main example is the classical Cartan system
(represented by the canonical Cartan forms) on the groupoids of jets of diffeo-
morphisms [10, 27, 21, 31]. On the infinitesimal side we recover the classical
Spencer operator [33, 26, 20, 21]. Hence, using Lie groupoids, we learn that the
classical Cartan forms and the classical Spencer operators are the same thing,
modulo the Lie functor.
As usual when dealing with Pfaffian systems on a manifold G, there are two
possible points of view (and two schools in the subject), dual to one another:
working with distributions H ⊂ TG or, as Cartan, working with 1-forms on G;
in the second case, while Cartan’s considerations are local and involve a family
of 1-forms, the global formulation requires a 1-form θ on G with coefficients
in a vector bundle. The relationship between the two approaches is simply
H = Ker(θ). One advantage of Cartan’s point of view is that it is slightly more
general (it allows θ to have non-constant rank). A more important advantage is
that it allows for generalizations to differential forms of other degrees, leading
to Cartan’s exterior differential systems. On the other hand, the distribution
point of view has the advantage that some integrability conditions become more
natural and easier to handle globally. Both points of view will be present in this
paper.
In order to talk about a “Pfaffian system on the Lie groupoid G”, there are
some conditions that one has to impose on θ (or on H); the most important
one is “multiplicativity”- a compatibility condition with the groupoid multipli-
cation. Actually, most of this paper is carried out under this condition alone.
Also, although our original exposition and proofs were using the language of
distributions, we realised that the dual point of view allows us to treat (without
extra effort) differential forms of arbitrary degree. In conclusion, a large part of
this paper is written for multiplicative forms with coefficients.
Working with forms of arbitrary degree is natural from Cartan’s point of
view (exterior differential systems). However, the main reason for us to allow
general forms is the fact that multiplicative 2-forms are central to Poisson and
related geometries. Moreover, while multiplicative 2-forms with trivial coeffi-
cients (!) are well understood, the question of passing from trivial to arbitrary
coefficients has been around for a while. Surprisingly enough, even the statement
of an integrability theorem for multiplicative forms with non-trivial coefficients
was completely unclear. This shows, we believe, that even the case of trivial
coefficients was still hiding phenomena that was not understood. The fact that
our work related to Lie pseudogroups clarifies this point came as a nice surprise,
and, looking back, we can now say what was missing from the existing picture
in multiplicative 2-forms: Spencer operators.
We would like to emphasize that the novelty of this paper lies not only in
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the main theorems, but also in the underlying approach. In particular, even
in the known case of multiplicative 2-forms with trivial coefficients, the proofs
are completely new. Moreover, these ideas can be used in the study of other
multiplicative structures (e.g. bivector fields, other tensor fields, distributional
fields, etc). The main results of this paper, explained in the Section 2, are the
following:
• Theorem 1: an integrability result which describes multiplicative forms
with coefficients (Definition 2.1) in terms of their infinitesimal counterpart,
i.e. Spencer operators (Definition 2.6).
• Theorem 2: the dual of Theorem 1 in the case of 1-forms, i.e. an integra-
bility result for multiplicative distributions (Definition 2.15).
• Theorem 3: the infinitesimal characterization of the involutivity of multi-
plicative distributions.
Particular cases give rise to consequences which are interesting on their own (see
Section 3). In particular, we obtain an integrability result for Cartan connec-
tions on groupoids and we describe a direct approach to the contact groupoids
associated to Jacobi manifolds (with a slight generalization to the local Lie al-
gebras of Kirillov [25]).
Here are a few connections with the existing literature. On one hand, there
is the literature related to Poisson geometry. Symplectic groupoids were discov-
ered as the associated global objects [34], while Ping Xu realised the relevance
of the multiplicativity condition [36]. Multiplicative 0-forms (1-cocycles) were
studied in the context of quantization [35] (see also our Subsection 3.4). Mo-
tivated by Dirac geometry and the theory of Lie group-valued moment maps,
the case of closed multiplicative 2-forms was analyzed in [9]. The case of mul-
tiplicative 1-forms (not necessarily closed) appeared in [14] in the context of
pre-quantization. General multiplicative forms, i.e., those which are not nec-
essarily closed and are of arbitrary degree (but still with trivial coefficients!)
were understood in [8, 3]. Distributions which are ”multiplicative” in a sense
more general than ours, but which are required to be involutive, were stud-
ied in [22] in the context of geometric quantization and, more recently, in [23].
Moving towards Cartan’s ideas, our Cartan connections from Subsection 3.3
are the global counterpart of Blaom’s Cartan algebroids [6]. The flat Cartan
connections are the same “flat connections on groupoids” used by Behrend in
the context of equivariant cohomology [4]. On the other hand, due to our ap-
proach, there is long list of literature on Lie pseudogroups and the geometry
of PDE that serves as inspiration for our project (hence also for this paper)
[10, 11, 12, 33, 26, 21, 18, 19, 20, 31, 24, 7]. Of course, the appearance of the
classical Cartan form and Spencer operator is an indication of this relationship
with the theory of Lie pseudogroups; our operator (4.1) when k = 1 corresponds
to the start of the nonlinear Spencer complex loc.cit . Another indication is
given in our Subsection 4.1. The relationship with the geometry of PDE is
more present in the case of our proof of Theorem 3, but the detailed relation-
ship will be explained elsewhere [32]; however, we mention here that, implicitly,
a central role is played by the notion of prolongation (and our cocycle c from
our Lemma 5.4 and its linearization k are basically the same as the curvature
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k which is central to [18] and appears in [19], Prop. 8.3 in the non-linear case).
Our finding that, modulo the Lie functor, the standard Cartan forms are the
same thing as the classical Spencer operators may not be so surprising because
both of them serve similar purposes (detect holonomic sections); however, from
that point of view, our message is that all that the fundamental properties of
these classical objects, on which everything else depends, are multiplicativity
and the Spencer operator axioms. The fact that multiplicativity is fundamental
for a more conceptual understanding of Cartan’s structure equations is far less
obvious; we realised that after staring for a few days at the formulas from the
proof of Cartan’s second fundamental theorem for Lie pseudogroups from [24]
(pp. 59); but structure equations will be treated in a separate paper of our
project.
Acknowledgments
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2 Basic definitions, first examples, main results
2.1 Multiplicative forms
Let G be a Lie groupoid over a manifoldM ; we will use the notation G ⇒M . We
will denote by s, t : G →M the source and target maps of G, by u :M → G the
unit map u(x) = 1x, by i : G → G the inversion i(g) = g
−1 and by m : G2 → G
the multiplication m(g, h) = gh, defined on the manifold of composable arrows
G2 = {(g, h) ∈ G × G : s(g) = t(h)} .
We will also use the notation g : x −→ y to indicate that s(g) = x, t(g) = y. A
representation of G is a vector bundle µ : E →M and a smooth map
G ×s,µ E −→ E, (g, e) 7→ g · e
defined on the fibered product of G and E (i.e. each g : x −→ y defines a linear
transformation Ex −→ Ey, v 7→ g · v), which satisfies the usual identities of an
action. Equivalently, a representation of G on a vector bundle E is a groupoid
homomorphism G −→ GL(E), where GL(E) is the Lie groupoid over M whose
arrows between two points x, y ∈M are the linear isomorphisms Ex
∼
→ Ey.
Definition 2.1 Given a Lie groupoid G and a representation E of G, an E-
valued multiplicative k-form on G is any form θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E) satisfying
(2.1) (m∗θ)(g,h) = pr
∗
1 θ + g · (pr
∗
2 θ)
for all (g, h) ∈ G2, where pr1, pr2 : G2 → G denote the canonical projections.
Example 2.2 (Linear forms; the classical linear Cartan form) A vector
bundle F
π
→ M can be seen as a Lie groupoid with multiplication given by
fiberwise addition (a bundle of abelian groups). In this case, any vector bun-
dle E over M can be seen as a trivial representation of F (f · e = e). In this
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case, a multiplicative form θ ∈ Ωk(F, π∗E) is called a linear form. Thus, if
a : F ×π F → F denotes the addition of F , then θ is linear if and only if
a∗θ = pr∗1 θ + pr
∗
2 θ.
An example is the linear Cartan 1-form associated to a vector bundle E,
θ ∈ Ω1(J1E,E).
Here F = J1E → M is the vector bundle consisting of first jets of sections of
E. For the definition of θ, consider j1xs ∈ J
1E (with x ∈ M , s a section of E)
and ξ a tangent vector to J1E at j1xs. Using the projection pr : J
1E → E,
θ(ξ) := d pr(ξ)− ds(dπ(ξ)) ∈ Ts(x)E
is in the kernel of dπ, and hence it defines an element in Ex.
Example 2.3 (Classical Cartan form on the jet groupoids) The classical
Cartan 1-form on the groupoid Π1(M) consisting of first jets of local(ly defined)
diffeomorphisms of M , with coefficients in TM ,
θ ∈ Ω1(Π1(M), TM),
is defined as follows. Π1(M) has source, target and multiplication given by
s(j1xφ) = x, s(j
1
xφ) = φ(x), j
1
φ(x)ψ · j
1
xφ = j
1
xψ ◦ φ,
and the action of Π1(M) on TM is induced by the differential of diffeomor-
phisms. To describe θ, consider j1x(φ) ∈ Π
1(M) (with x ∈ M , φ a diffeomor-
phism on M defined around x) and ξ a tangent vector to Π1(M) at j1xφ. Then
θ(ξ) := dt(ξ)− dφ(ds(ξ)) ∈ Tφ(x)M.
Similarly, one has Cartan 1-forms on the higher jet-groupoids Πk(M), θ ∈
Ωk(Πk(M), Jk−1TM). Both these Cartan forms, as well as the linear ones from
the previous example, are particular instances of multiplicative Cartan forms
on jet groupoids associated to a general groupoid (see the next section).
Example 2.4 (Cohomologically trivial forms) Any form ω ∈ Ωk(M,E)
induces a multiplicative form δ(ω) ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E):
δ(ω)g = g · s
∗ω − t∗ω.
Forms of this type will be called cohomologically trivial (for indications of the
terminology, see also Subsection 3.4).
Note that the classical Cartan form θ ∈ Ω1(Π1(M), TM) is of this type: it
is δ(ι), where ι ∈ Ω1(M,TM) is the identity of TM . For higher jets however,
θ ∈ Ωk(Πk(M), Jk−1TM) is not cohomologically trivial.
Remark 2.5 (Multiplicativity and bisections) Here is a point which, at
least implicitly, is at the heart of our approach to multiplicative forms: they de-
fine “pseudogroups of bisections of G”. Recall that a bisection of a Lie groupoid
G over M is any splitting b : M → G of the source map with the property that
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φb := t ◦ b : M −→ M is a diffeomorphism; the bisections of G form a group
Bis(G) with the multiplication and the inverse given by
b1 · b2(x) = b1(φb2 (x))b2(x), b
−1(x) = i ◦ b ◦ φ−1b .
Local bisections are defined similarly, just that they are defined only over some
open U ⊂M (and then φb is a diffeomorphism from U to φb(U)); if b1 is defined
on U1 and b2 on U2, then b1 · b2 is a local bisection defined on φ
−1
b2
(U1) ∩ U2.
Given θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E) multiplicative, one can talk about θ-holonomic bisec-
tions of G, i.e. those with the property that b∗θ = 0. The multiplicativity of θ
ensures that the set Bisθ(G) of θ-holonomic bisections is a subgroup of Bis(G).
2.2 Spencer operators
Passing to the infinitesimal picture, recall that a Lie algebroid overM is a vector
bundle A → M endowed with a vector bundle map (the anchor) ρ : A → TM
and a Lie bracket on Γ(A) satisfying the Leibniz identity
[α, fβ] = f [α, β] + Lρ(α)(f)β
for all α, β ∈ Γ(A) and f ∈ C∞(M). Here Lρ(α) is the Lie derivative along the
vector field ρ(α). A representation of a Lie algebroid A is a vector bundle E
endowed with an R-bilinear operator which satisfies the usual connection-like
identities:
∇fαs = f∇αs, ∇α(fs) = f∇αs+ Lρ(α)(f)s
(for all α ∈ Γ(A), s ∈ Γ(E), and f ∈ C∞(M)), and the the flatness condition
∇α∇β −∇β∇α = ∇[α,β], ∀ α, β ∈ Γ(A).
Each α ∈ Γ(A) induces a Lie derivative operator Lα acting on Ω
k(M,E), which
acts as Lρ(α) on forms and as ∇α on Γ(E):
Lαω(X1, . . . , Xk) = ∇α(ω(X1, . . . , Xk))−
∑
i
ω(X1, . . . , [ρ(α), Xi], . . . , Xk).
Definition 2.6 Given a Lie algebroid A over M and a representation E of A,
an E-valued k-Spencer operator on A is a linear operator
D : Γ(A)→ Ωk(M,E)
together with a vector bundle map
l : A→ ∧k−1T ∗M ⊗ E,
called the symbol of the Spencer operator, satisfying the Leibniz identity
(2.2) D(fα) = fD(α) + df ∧ l(α)
and the compatibility conditions:
D([α, β]) = LαD(β)− LβD(α)(2.3)
l([α, β]) = Lαl(β)− iρ(β)D(α)(2.4)
iρ(α)l(β) = −iρ(β)l(α),(2.5)
for all α, β ∈ Γ(A), and f ∈ C∞(M).
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Remark 2.7 When we are not in the “special case” k = dim(M) + 1, the
entire information is contained in D and we only have to require (2.3) and (2.5).
Indeed, in this case l will be unique and (2.4) follows from (2.3) and Leibniz
identities (plug in the first equation fβ instead of β and expand using Leibniz).
The fact that one has to adopt the previous definition so that it includes the
“special case” k = dim(M)+1 is unfortunate because this case is not important
for our main motivating purpose (when k = 1). Keeping this in mind, we will
simply say that D is a Spencer operator and that l is the symbol of D.
Example 2.8 (The classical Spencer operator) The classical Spencer op-
erator associated to a vector bundle E over M is the unique linear operator
Dclas : Γ(J1E) −→ Ω1(M,E),
satisfying the Leibniz identity relative to pr : J1E → E, as well as the holo-
nomicity condition
Dclas(j1(s)) = 0 ∀ s ∈ Γ(E).
Of course, viewing J1E as a trivial Lie algebroid (zero anchor, zero bracket),
with the trivial action on E, Dclas is an E-valued Spencer operator.
One can define Dclas using the linear Cartan form from Example 2.2, as
Dclas(s) = s∗θ.
Alternatively, D is the second component of a canonical identification
(2.6) Γ(J1E) ∼= Γ(E)⊕ Ω1(M,E),
which we will call the Spencer decomposition, and which provides a convenient
way of representing the sections of first jet bundles. This decomposition comes
from the short exact sequence of vector bundles
0→ Hom(TM,E)
i
→ J1(E)
pr
→ E → 0
where pr is the canonical projection j1xs 7→ s(x) and i is determined by
i(df ⊗ α) = f j1(α) − j1(fα).
Although this sequence does not have a canonical splitting, at the level of sec-
tions it does: α 7→ j1(α). This gives the identification (2.6). In other words,
any ξ ∈ Γ(J1E) can be written uniquely as
ξ = j1(α) + i(ω)
with α ∈ Γ(A), ω ∈ Ω1(M,A); we write ξ = (α, ω). One should keep in mind
however that the resulting C∞(M)-module structure becomes
f · (α, ω) = (fα, fω + df ∧ α).
In terms of the Spencer operator, ξ = (pr(ξ), Dclas(ξ)) and the module structure
gives the Leibniz identity for Dclas.
Note that, again, there is a version of Dclas(ξ) on higher jets:
Dclas : Γ(JkE) −→ Ω1(M,Jk−1E).
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Remark 2.9 Note that in the Pfaffian case (k = 1), a general E-valued
Spencer operator as in the previous definition can be encoded/interpreted in
a vector bundle map
jD : A −→ J
1E.
Indeed, the Leibniz condition for D relative to l is equivalent to the fact (l, D) :
Γ(A) −→ Γ(E)⊕Ω1(M,E) is C∞(M)-linear with respect to the module struc-
ture on the right hand side mentioned above. Hence, using the identification
(2.6), we see that we deal with a morphism of vector bundles jD as above.
Note that D itself can be recovered as the composition Dclas ◦ jD. For the
classical Spencer operator, it corresponds to jDclas = Id.
Example 2.10 Here is the infinitesimal analogue of the cohomologically trivial
forms of Example 2.4: for any algebroid A and any representation E of A, any
form ω ∈ Ωk(M,E) induces an E-valued Spencer operator by
D(α) = Lαω, l(α) = iρ(α)ω.
2.3 The Lie functor: integrability (Theorem 1)
In this paper the term “Lie functor” is used to indicate the passing from the
global picture (groupoids) to the infinitesimal picture (algebroids) and should
be thought of as “linearization”. The reverse process is coined as “integration”.
The first “example” is the construction of the Lie algebroid A = A(G) of a
Lie groupoid G (over a base manifold M). Recall that, as a vector bundle over
M , A = u∗T sG is the pullback by the unit map of the vector bundle of vectors
tangent to the s-fibers. Using right translations, the space of sections Γ(A) is
identified with the space of right-invariant vector fields on G, and so the Lie
bracket of vector fields induces a Lie bracket [·, ·] on sections of Γ(A) (see also
the remark below). Finally, ρ = dt|A.
For the reverse process, starting with a Lie algebroid A, one looks for a Lie
groupoid G which integrates A, i.e. whose Lie algebroid is isomorphic to A; if
such a G exists, one says that A is integrable. A basic result in the theory of
Lie groupoids states that, for an integrable Lie algebroid A, one finds an unique
(up to isomorphisms) Lie groupoid G which integrates A and which is s-simply
connected (in the sense that all the fibers of s : G → M are connected and
simply connected).
Given a Lie groupoid G with Lie algebroidA, intuitively, the Lie functor takes
structures on G and transforms them into structures on A. It is good to keep
in mind that, for the reverse process (integrability), the s-simply connectedness
of G, mentioned above, constantly appears as a necessary condition.
For instance, any representation E of G becomes a representation of A as
follows: for α ∈ Γ(A), and e ∈ Γ(E),
∇αe(x) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
g(ε)−1 · e
(
t(g(ε))
)
,(2.7)
where g(ε) is any curve in s−1(x) with g(0) = 1x,
d
dε |ε=0g(ε) = α(x). Under
the s-simply connectedness assumption on G, one finds that this construction
defines a 1-1 correspondence between representations of G and representations
of A. Our first main result is a similar correspondence between multiplicative
forms and Spencer operators.
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Remark 2.11 (Right invariance and flows) For explicit formulas, it is use-
ful to be more explicit about the identification of Γ(A) with right invariant vec-
tor fields and about their induced flows. The right translations by an element
g : x→ y of G are
Rg : s
−1(y) −→ s−1(x), Rg(a) = ag.
At the level of tangent vectors, one has to restrict to the bundle T sG = Ker(ds)
of vectors tangent to the s-fibers; we denote by the same letter Rg the induced
linear maps, obtained by differentiation (going from T saG to T
s
agG for a ∈ s
−1(y)).
With this, the space of right invariant vector fields on G is
Xinv(G) = {X ∈ Γ(T sG) : Rg(Xa) = Xag ∀ a, g ∈ G composable}.
The identification Γ(A)
∼
−→ Xinv(G) sends α ∈ Γ(A) to αr ∈ Xinv(G) given by
αrg = Rg(αt(g)).
For α ∈ Γ(A), on defines the (local) flow of α by
φǫα := ϕ
ǫ
αr |M : M −→ G,
where ϕǫαr is the (local) flow of the right invariant vector field α
r. As usual,
we are sloppy with the precise notations for the domain of the flow. From
right invariance it follows that φǫα is a bisection of G (see Remark 2.5) which
determines the entire flow ϕǫαr (ϕ
ǫ
αr (g) = φ
ǫ
α(t(g))g). Note also that, in terms
of multiplication of (local) bisections (Remark 2.5 again), the flow property for
ϕǫαr translates into
φǫα · φ
ǫ′
α = φ
ǫ+ǫ′
α .
This shows that, morally, Γ(A) plays the role of the Lie algebra of Bis(G).
Theorem 1 Let E be a representation of a Lie groupoid G and let A be the
Lie algebroid of G. Then any multiplicative form θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E) induces an
E-valued Spencer operator Dθ of order k on A, given by
(2.8)


Dθ(α)x(X1, . . . , Xk) =
d
dε
∣∣∣
ε=0
φ
ε
α(x)
−1
· θ((dφεα)x(X1), . . . , (dφ
ε
α)x(Xk)),
lθ(α) = u
∗(iαθ).
If G is s-simply connected, then this construction defines a 1-1 correspon-
dence between E-valued k-forms on G and E-valued k-Spencer operators on A.
Remark 2.12 Let us look again at the case when A = F is a Lie algebroid with
trivial bracket and anchor; then Theorem 1 gives a one-to-one correspondence
between linear forms θ ∈ Ωk(F, π∗E) and operators D : Γ(F ) → Ωk(M,E),
with a symbol map l : F → ∧k−1T ∗M ⊗ E, satisfying Leibniz equation (all
compatibility conditions are automatically satisfied).
This actually indicates a possible strategy, in the spirit of [8], but which
we will not follow here, for proving Theorem 1: given θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E), first
“linearize” θ to a linear form θ0 ∈ Ω
k(A, t∗E) then consider the associated
Spencer operator D, carefully book-keeping all the equations involved.
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Example 2.13 (Classical Cartan forms/Spencer operators) It is not dif-
ficult to see (and will be explained in full generality in the next section) that the
Spencer operator associated to the linear Cartan form θ ∈ Ω1(J1E,E) (Example
2.2) is precisely the classical Spencer operator of the vector bundle E; similarly,
the one associated to the Cartan form θ ∈ Ω1(Π1(M), TM) (Example 2.3) is
the same classical Spencer operator but interpreted in the algebroid context.
Hence our main theorem (Theorem 1) gives the precise relationship between
the classical Cartan forms and Spencer operators: modulo the Lie functor, they
are one and the same thing.
Example 2.14 Here is another “baby example”. Recall that an Ehresmann
connection on a vector bundle F is a splitting σ : π∗TM → TF of the exact
sequence of vector bundles over F ,
0 // T πF // TF
dπ
// π∗TM // 0
where T πF = ker dπ denotes the bundle of vectors tangent to the fibers of F .
Since T πF is canonically isomorphic to π∗F , it follows that an Ehresmann
connection σ is the same as a 1-form θσ ∈ Ω
1(F, π∗F ). The form θσ is linear
if and only if σ is a linear connection. Thus, in this case, our theorem reduces
to the well-know correspondence between linear Ehresmann connections on a
vector bundle F →M and covariant derivative operators
D = ∇ : X(M)× Γ(F )→ Γ(F ).
In this case the bundle map l : F → F is just the identity.
2.4 The Pfaffian case; dual version (Theorem 2)
We concentrate now on the Pfaffian case (k = 1). The usual duality between
1-forms and distributions admits a multiplicative version (see Subsection 3.2),
giving rise to a dual version of Theorem 1 (case k = 1). Here is the outcome.
To discuss multiplicativity of distributions recall that one has a Lie groupoid
TG ⇒ TM associated to any Lie groupoid G ⇒ M ; its structure maps are just
the differentials of the structure maps of G.
Definition 2.15 A multiplicative distribution on G is any distribution H ⊂ TG
which is also a Lie subgroupoid of TG ⇒ TM (with the same base TM).
Note that the fact that H is a Lie groupoid over TM implies that H is
transversal to the s-fibers of G and that the s-vertical part of H,
Hs := H ∩ T sG
has constant rank. Restricting to M , one obtains a sub-bundle of A = Lie(G),
g := Hs|M ⊂ (T
sG)|M = A,
which is an important piece of the infinitesimal data associated to H. Borrowing
the terminology from the theory of EDS [18, 19, 7], we will call it the symbol
space of H. We will also consider the quotient
E = A/g.
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On the infinitesimal side, remark that condition (2.4) in the definition of Spencer
operators for k = 1 implies that the operator ∇ which makes E into a repre-
sentation of A can be recovered from D, hence one has a slight reformulation of
Definition 2.6 in this case. Here we also pass to the notation
D(α)(X) = DX(α).
Definition 2.16 Let A be a Lie algebroid over M , let g a sub-bundle of A
and consider E := A/g with the quotient map denoted l : A → E. A Spencer
operator on A relative to g (or relative to l), is any R-bilinear map
D : X(M)× Γ(A)→ Γ(E), (X,α) 7→ DX(α)
which is C∞(M)-linear in X, satisfies the Leibniz identity relative to l:
DX(fα) = fDXα+ LX(f)l(α)
and the following two compatibility conditions
Dρ(β)α = −l[α, β],(2.9)
DX [α, α
′] = ∇α(DXα
′)−D[ρ(α),X]α
′ −∇α′(DXα) +D[ρ(α′),X]α,(2.10)
for all α, α′ ∈ Γ(A), β ∈ Γ(g), X ∈ X(M), f ∈ C∞(M) and where
(2.11) ∇ : Γ(A)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E), ∇α(l(α
′)) = Dρ(α′)α+ l[α, α
′].
Remark 2.17 Condition (2.9) implies that ∇ is well-defined; also, (2.10) ap-
plied to X ∈ Im(ρ) implies the flatness condition for ∇, so that E becomes a
representation of A. We see that the previous definition is just a reformulation
of the notion of 1-Spencer operator in the case when the symbol map is surjec-
tive . Indeed (2.4) becomes our (2.11) and also implies (2.9) from the previous
definition; also, (2.10) is just (2.3) for k = 1.
Theorem 2 Let G ⇒ M be an s-simply connected Lie groupoid with Lie alge-
broid A→M . There is a one to one correspondence between
1. multiplicative distributions H ⊂ TG,
2. sub-bundles g ⊂ A together with a Spencer operator on A relative to g.
In this correspondence, g is the symbol space of H and
DXα(x) = [X˜, α
r]xmodH
s
1x ,(2.12)
where X˜ ∈ Γ(H) ⊂ X(G) is any vector field which is s-projectable to X and
extends u∗(X) (for α
r, see Remark 2.11).
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2.5 Involutivity (Theorem 3)
Let now H be a multiplicative distribution on a Lie groupoid G and consider
the associated symbol space g = Hs|M , the representation E = A/g, and the
associated Spencer operator
D : X(M)× Γ(A)→ Γ(E).
From the Leibniz identity for D we obtain that DX(β) is C
∞(M)-linear on both
arguments for β ∈ Γ(g). Hence we obtain a vector bundle map
jg : g→ Hom(TM,E),
called the symbol representation. Note that, in terms of the jet-representation of
Spencer operators (Example 2.8), this is just the restriction of jD to g. Remark
that, if jg = 0, then D induces a connection
∇E : X(M)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E), ∇EX [α] = DX(α).
Theorem 3 A multiplicative distribution H ⊂ TG is involutive if and only if
the symbol representation jg vanishes and the connection ∇
E on E is flat.
Example 2.18 Let ρ : h→ X(M) be an infinitesimal action of a Lie algebra h
onM . One has an associated Lie algebroid h⋉M , which as a vector bundle is the
trivial one with fiber h (so Γ(h⋉M) = C∞(M, h)), the anchor is the infinitesimal
action and the bracket is uniquely determined by the Leibniz identity and the
condition that, on constant sections u, v ∈ h, it coincides with the bracket of h.
In this case the canonical flat connection
∇flat : X(M)× C∞(M, h) −→ C∞(M, h)
satisfies the conditions from the previous theorem with E = h ⋉M , l = Id.
Hence one obtains a flat involutive H on the integrating groupoid. This can be
best seen when the infinitesimal action comes from the action of a Lie group H
on M . Then h ⋉M is the Lie algebroid of the action groupoid H ⋉M , which
is the manifold H ×M with the groupoid structure
s(g, x) = x, t(g, x) = gx, (g, hy) · (h, y) = (g, y).
The flat involutive H on H ×M is simply the foliation with the leaves {h}×M
(for h ∈ H). See also Corollary 3.12.
Corollary 2.19 If G is s-simply connected then there is a 1-1 correspondence
between
1. involutive multiplicative distributions H on G.
2. a flat vector bundle (E,∇E) over M , a ∇E-parallel tensor T : Λ2E → E
and a surjective vector bundle map l : A→ E satisfying
l([α, β]) = ∇Eρ(α)(l(β))−∇
E
ρ(β)(l(α)) + T (l(α), l(β)), ∀ α, β ∈ Γ(A).
Proof. The last equation defines T in terms of ∇E and l; the only problem
is whether it is well-defined, but this immediately follows from (2.9). The rest
follows from the fact that D is determined by ∇E (a condition that itself implies
that jg = 0). Hence one just has to rewrite the equation (2.10) in terms of ∇
E
and T , and one finds the condition that T is ∇E-parallel.
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3 Examples
3.1 Jet groupoids
Our motivating example comes from Cartan forms on jet groupoids (and sub-
groupoids of them). Let G be a Lie groupoid overM . Its first jet groupoid, J1G,
consists of 1-jets j1xb of local bisections of G, with the groupoid structure given
by (where, for bisections and their multiplication, see Remark 2.5):
s(j1xb) = x, t(j
1
xb) = φb(x)
j1φb2(x)
b1 · j
1
xb2 = j
1
x(b1 · b2), and (j
1
xb)
−1 = j1φb(x)(b
−1).
Of course, any (local) bisection b of G induces a (local) bisection j1b of J1G
given by x 7→ j1xb; bisections of J
1G of this type are called holonomic. The
canonical Cartan form on J1G,
θcan ∈ Ω
1(J1G, t∗A),
is designed to detect the bisections ζ of J1G which are holonomic: the condition
is ζ∗θcan = 0. We recall here the explicit description of θcan. Let pr : J
1G → G
be the canonical projection and let ξ be a vector tangent to J1G at some point
j1xb ∈ J
1G. Then the difference
(d pr)j1xb(ξ)− (db)x(ds)j1xb(ξ) ∈ TgG
is killed by ds, hence it comes from an element in At(g):
θcan(ξ) = Rb(x)−1((d pr)j1xb(ξ)− (db)x(ds)j1xb(ξ)) ∈ At(g).
Example 3.1 The linear Cartan form of Example 2.2 and the classical Cartan
1-form of Example 2.3 are of this type. In the second case, G is the pair groupoid
ofM , i.e. M×M , with s = pr1, t = pr2, and multiplication (y, z)·(x, y) = (x, z).
Note also that, in this case, Bis(G) = Diff(M).
Observe that the correspondence which associates to an element σ = j1x(b) ∈
J1G the isomorphism λσ := (dφb)x : Ts(σ)M → Tt(σ)M determines a representa-
tion of J1G on TM . Similarly, one has a representation of J1G on A, called the
adjoint representation, as follows. A bisection b of G acts on G by conjugation
Ad b(g) = b(t(g)) · g · b(s(g))
−1.
It is clear that this action maps units to units, and source fibers to source fibers.
Moreover, the differential of Ad b at a unit x depends only on j
1
xb. We define
Ad j1xbα = (dAd b)x(α) (α ∈ Ax).
Remark 3.2 (when working with J1G) Here is a slightly different descrip-
tion of J1G, which we will be using whenever we have to work more explicitly
with J1G. Since a first jet j1xb of a bisection b at x ∈M is encoded in g := b(x)
and dxb : TxM → TgG, we see that an element of J
1G ⇒ M can be thought of
as a pair (g, σ) where g ∈ G and
σ : TxM → TgG
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is a splitting of the map (ds)x : TgG → TxM with the property that
λσ := dt ◦ σ : TxM → Tt(g)M is an isomorphism.(3.1)
Of course, g = pr(σ), but we will often use the notation σg to indicate g. The
groupoid structure of J1(G) becomes:
(3.2) s(σg) = s(g), t(σg) = t(g), σg · σh(u) = (dm)(g,h)(σg(λσh (u)), σh(u)).
With these the adjoint representations of J1G on A becomes
(3.3) Ad σgα = Rg−1(dm)(g,s(g))(σg(ρ(α)), α) ∈ Ay
for g : x→ y, α ∈ Ax (this follows using the flow of α to compute (dAd b)x(α)).
Let us move to the infinitesimal side of the discussion. Recall that, for any
Lie algebroid A overM , first jets of sections of A form a new algebroid J1A over
M , where the anchor is the composition of the anchor of A with the canonical
projection pr : J1A→ A, and where the bracket is uniquely determined by the
Leibniz identity and the condition that
[j1α, j1β] = j1[α, β]
for any two sections α, β of A (see below for a formula on general sections).
Moreover, J1A has a canonical adjoint representations on TM and on A
(both denoted by ad ) determined by the Leibniz identities and the conditions
ad j1αX = [ρ(α), X ], and ad j1αβ = [α, β].
If A is the Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid G, then J1A is the Lie algebroid of
J1G, and these representations correspond to the canonical representations of
J1G on TM and A respectively.
Remark 3.3 The formulas for the bracket on J1A and for the actions can be
written for general sections of J1A using the classical Spencer operator associ-
ated to the vector bundle A (see Example 2.8). For the actions,
∇ξ(X) = [ρ(ξ), X ] + ρDX(ξ), ∇ξ(β) = [pr(ξ), β] +Dρ(β)(ξ).
Using these, each ξ ∈ Γ(A) induces a Lie derivative Lξ on Ω
1(M,A) by
Lξ(ω)(X) = ∇ξ(ω(X))− ω([ρ(ξ), X ]),
and then, for the bracket of J1A, one finds
[ξ, η] = j1([pr(ξ), pr(η)]) + Lξ(D(η))− Lη(D(ξ)).
Proposition 3.4 Let G be a Lie groupoid and A a Lie algebroid over M . Then:
1. The Cartan form θcan ∈ Ω
1(J1G, t∗A) is a multiplicative form with values
in the adjoint representation.
2. The classical Spencer operator of A (Example 2.8), denoted here
DA : Ω1(J1A) −→ Ω1(M,A),
is a Spencer operator on the algebroid J1A relative to pr : J1A→ A, where
the induced action on A is the adjoint action.
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3. If A = Lie(G), the Spencer operator of θcan (cf. Theorem 1) is D
A.
Proof. We first show that θcan is multiplicative, i.e. that:
(m∗θcan)|(σg ,σh) = pr
∗
1 θcan + Ad σg pr
∗
2 θcan.
We use the description from Remark 3.2. Let ξ1 ∈ TσgJ
1G and ξ2 ∈ TσhJ
1G
be such that ds(ξ1) = dt(ξ2). Denote by X1 = dpr(ξ1) ∈ TgG and v1 =
ds(X1) = ds(ξ1) ∈ Ts(g)G. Similarly, let X2 = dpr(ξ2) ∈ ThG and v2 =
ds(X2) = ds(ξ2) ∈ Ts(h)M . Computing θcan(dm(ξ1, ξ2)) we find
R(gh)−1(d pr(dm(ξ1, ξ2))− (σg · σh)(ds(dm(ξ1, ξ2)))) =
= R(gh)−1(dm(X1, X2)− (σg · σh)(v2))
= R(gh)−1(dm(X1, X2)− dm(σg(λσ2 (v2)), σh(v2)))
= R(gh)−1(dm(X1 − σg(λσ2 (v2)), X2 − σh(v2)))
= Rg−1(dm(X1 − σg(λσ2(v2)), Rh−1(X2 − σh(v2))))
= Rg−1(dm(X1 − σg(v1), 0s(g)) + dm(σg(v1)− σg(λσ2 (v2)), Rh−1(X2 − σh(v2))))
= Rg−1(X1 − σg(v1) + dm(σg(v1)− σg(λσ2 (v2)), Rh−1(X2 − σh(v2))))
= Rg−1(X1 − σg(v1)) + Ad σg (Rh−1(X2 − σh(v2)))
= θcan(ξ1) + Ad σgθcan(ξ2)
where we have used the fact that pr : J1G → G is a Lie groupoid morphism. Let
(D, l) denote the Spencer operator of θcan. It is clear from the definition of l
that l = pr and it suffices to prove that D satisfies the holonomicity condition
D(j1α) = 0, for all α ∈ Γ(A). Let ζ = j1α. In the explicit formula (2.8) for D,
we remark that φǫζ(x) = (dφ
ǫ
α)x, hence
θcan((dφ
ǫ
ζ )x(Xx)) = R(φεα(x))−1(d pr((dφ
ε
ζ)x(Xx))− (dφ
ε
α)x(ds((dφ
ǫ
ζ )x(Xx))))
= R(φεα(x))−1((dφ
ε
α)x(Xx)− (dφ
ε
α)x(Xx)) = 0,
hence D(j1α)(X) = 0.
Remark 3.5 Similarly one talks about the k-jet groupoid JkG and the k-jet
algebroid JkA; completely analogous one has a Cartan form
θcan ∈ Ω
1(JkG, t∗Jk−1A)
and the previous proposition holds for all k’s.
3.2 Multiplicative distributions; Theorem 1 ⇒ Theorem 2
We concentrate now on the case Pfaffian case (k = 1), explaining in particu-
lar that Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. As we have already mentioned,
while Cartan was working himself with 1-forms, many people preferred the dual
picture. Recall that, on any manifold P , one has a 1-1 correspondence between
1. regular 1-forms θ ∈ Ω1(P,E), where E is some vector bundle over P .
2. distributions H on P , i.e. vector sub-bundles H ⊂ TP .
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Regular means that θ is pointwise surjective. In one direction, H = Ker(θ);
conversely, E = TP/H and θ is the canonical projection. This remark has a
multiplicative version:
Lemma 3.6 Let G be a Lie groupoid. Then for any representation E of G and
any regular E-valued multiplicative form θ ∈ Ω1(G, t∗E)
Hθ := Ker(θ) ⊂ TG
is a multiplicative distribution on G. Moreover, any multiplicative distribution
arises in this way.
The fact that Hθ is multiplicative follows immediately. We now concentrate
on the last part, which also gives us the opportunity for having a closer look
at the multiplicativity condition for distributions. Note that, given H ⊂ TG,
multiplicativity of H (Definition 2.15) is equivalent to:
1. H is closed under dm, i.e., for any Xg ∈ Hg, Yh ∈ Hh for which ds(Xg) =
dt(Yh), d(g,h)m(Xg, Yh) ∈ Hgh.
2. H is closed under di, i.e., di(Hg) = Hg−1 .
3. At units x = 1x, Hx contains TxM .
4. H is s-transversal, i.e., TG = H + T sG.
Note that the last condition is equivalent to the surjectivity of (ds) : H −→ TM ;
it actually implies (using a dimension counting) that the last map is not only
surjective, but also a submersion (which is necessary for H to be a Lie groupoid
over TM). The same last condition implies that Hs = H ∩ T sG has constant
rank. While T sG restricted to M gives the Lie algebroid A of G the restriction
of Hs induces the symbol sub-bundle
g := Hs|M ⊂ A.
Similarly, while right translations induce an isomorphism of vector bundles,
r : T sG
∼
−→ t∗A, r(Xg) = Rg−1(Xg), it restricts to an isomorphism H
s ∼= t∗g.
Passing to quotients, we obtain a vector bundle over M
E := A/g,
and an isomorphism of vector bundles over G (where we use again 4. above)
TG/H ≃ T sG/Hs
r
−→ t∗(E).
Hence the canonical projection TG → TG/H can be interpreted as a form
θH ∈ Ω
1(G, t∗E).
Finally, there is an induced “adjoint action” of G on E: for g ∈ G,
AdHg : Es(g) −→ Et(g), Ad
H
g (αmod g) = (Ad σgα)mod g,
where σg : Ts(g)M −→ Hg ⊂ TgG is any splitting of (ds)g and where Ad is the
adjoint representation of J1G on A (see Section 3.1). With this:
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Lemma 3.7 E is a representation of G and θH ∈ Ω
1(G, E) is multiplicative.
Proof. To see that AdH is well defined we note that, if β ∈ g, then
Ad σgβ = Rg−1dm(σg(ρ(β)), β),
which belongs to g due to H being multiplicative. Moreover, if σ′g is another
splitting of ds whose image lies in H, then
Ad σgα−Ad σ′gα = Rg−1(dm(σg(ρ(α)), α) − dm(σ
′
g(ρ(α)), α))
= Rg−1dm(σg(ρ(α))− σ
′
g(ρ(α)), 0s(g))
which also belongs to g, for all α ∈ Γ(A). It follows that AdHg is independent
of the choice of splitting σg.
We now show that θH is multiplicative for this representation. Observe that
for ξ ∈ TgG, if ξ˜ is any lift of ξ to TσgJ
1G, then
θg(ξ) = θcan,σg (ξ˜)modB,
where, again σg is any splitting of ds whose image lies in H, and θcan denotes
the canonical form of J1G (see Section 3.1). Also, since H is multiplicative, if σg
and σh are splittings of ds whose image lie in H, then also the image of σg · σh
lies in H (whenever the product is defined). It follows that
θgh(dm(ξ1, ξ2)) = (θcan,σgσh(dm(ξ˜1, ξ˜2)))modB
= (θcan,σg (ξ˜1) + Ad σgθcan,σh(ξ˜2))modB
= θg(ξ1) + Ad
H
σh
(ξ2).
Of course, Theorem 1 now follows from Theorem 2 applied to θH, combined
with the reformulation of Spencer operators (Remark 2.17). What we still have
to prove is that the explicit formula (2.8) for D (from Theorem 1) gives the
explicit formula (2.12) (from Theorem 2). With the right hand side of (2.8) in
mind, we consider more general expressions of type:
(Lαω)g :=
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(ϕεαr (g))
−1 · (ϕǫαr )
∗ω|ϕǫ
αr
(g)
for α ∈ Γ(A) and ω ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E) (see also Remark 2.11). This defines
Lα : Ω
k(G, t∗E) −→ Ωk(G, s∗E).
Lemma 3.8 For any vector field ξ ∈ X(G), ω ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E), g ∈ G:
[iξ,Lα](ω)g = g
−1 · ωg([ξ, α
r ]),
Note that this implies (2.12). Indeed, if X˜ is as in the statement, using the
lemma for g = 1x = x, ω = θ, since D(α)(x) = Lα(θ)(x) and θ(X˜x) = 0,
DX(α)(x) = [iX˜ ,Lα](θ)x = θx([X˜, α
r]) = [X˜, αr]xmod g.
Proof of the lemma. We apply the chain rule to the composition
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(ϕ−εαr (g))
−1 · ωϕ−ε
αr
(g)(dgϕ
−ε
αr (ξg)) = f1 ◦ f2,
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where
f1 : I × s
−1(s(g)) −→ Es(g), f1(ε, h) = h
−1 · ωh(dϕε
αr
(h)ϕ
−ε
αr (ξϕεαr (h))),
and
f2 : I −→ s
−1(s(g)), f2(ε) = ϕ
−ε
αr (g).
We obtain,
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(ϕ−εαr (g))
−1 · ωϕ−ε
αr
(g)(dgϕ
−ε
αr (ξg)) =
=
d
dǫ
∣∣
ε=0
g−1 · ωg(dϕε
αr
(g)ϕ
−ε
αr (ξϕεαr (g))) +
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(ϕ−εαr (g))
−1 · ωϕ−ε
αr
(g)(ξϕ−ε
αr
(g)),
or in other words,
−(Lαω)(ξ)(g) = g
−1 · ω([αr, ξ])− Lα(ω(ξ))(g).
i.e. the equation in the statement.
3.3 Cartan connections on groupoids
The notion of Cartan connections on a Lie groupoid G arises when looking at the
adjoint representation of G [1]. It is straightforward to see that the definition
from loc.cit is equivalent to:
Definition 3.9 A Cartan connection on a Lie groupoid G over M is a multi-
plicative distribution H ⊂ TG which is complementary to Ker(ds).
As for any Ehresmann connection, we will denote the inverse of (ds)|H by
hor : TM −→ H ⊂ TG.
On the infinitesimal side, we deal with classical connections
∇ : X(M)× Γ(A) −→ Γ(A)
on the vector bundle underlying a Lie algebroid A. For such a connection, one
has the notion of basic curvature
Rbas∇ ∈ Ω
2(M,Hom(TM,A))
which has appeared in the literature in various contexts (e.g. in [2, 6]):
Rbas∇ (α, β)(X) := ∇X([α, β])−[∇X (α), β]−[α,∇X (β)]−∇∇bas
β
X(α)+∇∇basα X(β),
where α, β are sections of A and X,Y are vector fields on M and
∇basα (X) = ρ(∇X(α)) + [ρ(α), X ].
Definition 3.10 A Cartan connection on a Lie algebroid A is any connection
∇ on the vector bundle A whose basic curvature Rbas∇ vanishes.
Such pairs (A,∇) are the Cartan algebroids of [6]. Theorems 2 and 3 give:
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Theorem 3.11 For any Cartan connection H on a Lie groupoid G over M ,
∇ : X(M)× Γ(A) −→ Γ(A), ∇Xα(x) = ds([hor(X), α
r]x)(3.4)
is a Cartan connection on the Lie algebroid A of G.
When G is s-simply connected, this gives a bijection between Cartan connec-
tions H on G and Cartan connections ∇ on the algebroid A. Moreover, H is
involutive if and only if ∇ is flat.
Under topological condition, the existence of flat Cartan connections implies
that the groupoid must come from the action of a Lie group. For instance:
Corollary 3.12 If G is an s-simply connected Lie groupoid over a compact 1-
connected manifold M and if G admits a flat Cartan connection H, then G is
isomorphic to an action Lie groupoid H⋉M associated to a Lie group H acting
on M (as defined in Example 2.18).
Proof. The flatness of the associated ∇ and the 1-connectedness of M implies
that A is a trivial bundle: A = h×M for some vector space h and the constant
sections correspond to flat sections. The vanishing of the basic curvature implies
that the bracket of constant sections is again constant; hence one has an induced
Lie algebra structure on h; the anchor of A becomes an infinitesimal action. Due
to the compactness of M , one can integrate this action to an action of the 1-
connected Lie group H whose Lie algebra is h. Then H ⋉M and G are two
Lie groupoids with 1-connected s-fibers and with the same Lie algebroid; hence
they are isomorphic.
3.4 1-cocycles and the van Est map
Another interesting case of the main theorem is k = 0, when we recover the van
Est map relating differentiable and algebroid cohomology [35, 13], in degree 1.
Since this case will be used later on and also in order to fix the terminology,
we discuss it separately here. In particular, we will provide a simple direct
argument, based on Lie’s II theorem [30, 28] which says that, if G is s-simply
connected and H is any Lie groupoid , then for any Lie algebroid morphism
ϕ : A(G) → A(H), there exists a unique Lie groupoid morphisms Φ : G → H
such that ϕ = dΦ|A(G).
Let G be a Lie groupoid overM , and E a representation of G. We will denote
by G(p) the space of strings of p composable arrows on G, and by t : G(p) →M the
map which associates to (g1, . . . , gp) the point t(g1). A differentiable p-cochain
on G with values in E is a smooth section c : G(p) → t∗E. We denote the space
of all such cochains by Cp(G, E). The differential δ : Cp(G, E)→ Cp+1(G, E) is
δc(g1, . . . , gp+1) = g1c(g2, . . . , gp+1)+
+
p∑
i=1
(−1)ic(g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gp+1) + (−1)
p+1c(g1, . . . , cp),
For each p we consider the space of p-cocycles
Zp(G,E) = ker(δ : Cp(G, E)→ Cp+1(G, E)).
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We recognize the multiplicative c ∈ Ω0(G, E) as the elements of Z1(G,E).
At the infinitesimal side, given a representation ∇ of A on E, one defines
the de Rham cohomology of A with coefficients in E as the cohomology of the
complex (C∗(A,E), d), where Cp(A,E) = ∧pA∗ ⊗ E and
dω(α0, . . . , αp) =
∑
i
(−1)i∇αiω(α0, . . . , α̂i, . . . , αp)+
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω([αi, αj ], α0, . . . , α̂i, . . . , α̂j , . . . , αp).
As above, the space of p-cocycles is denoted by Zp(A,E) and we recognize the
E-valued 0-Spencer operators as 1-cocycles on A with values in E.
The van Est map is a map of cochain complexes
ϑ : C∗(G, E) −→ C∗(A,E),
which induces isomorphism in cohomology under certain connectedness condi-
tions on the s-fibers [35, 13]. We will concentrate on the degree 1 cochains. In
this case, for c ∈ C1(G, E), ϑ(c) is given by:
ϑx(c)(α) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
g−1ε c(gε),
where α ∈ Ax, and gε is any curve in s
−1(x) such that g0 = 1x,
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
gε = α.
Using gǫ = φ
ǫ
α(x), we recognize our formula for the Spencer operator from
Theorem 1. Hence our main theorem gives:
Proposition 3.13 If G is s-simply connected, then the van Est map induces an
isomorphism
ϑ : Z1(G, E) −→ Z1(A,E),
where Z1(A,E) denotes the closed elements of C1(A,E).
Proof. Consider the semi-direct product G ⋉ E ⇒ M , whose space of arrows
consists of pairs (g, v) ∈ G × E with t(g) = π(v) and
s(g, v) = s(g), t(g, v) = t(g) = π(v), (g, v)(h,w) = (gh, v + gw).
The fact that c ∈ Z1(G, E) satisfies the cocycle condition is equivalent to
c˜ := (Id, c) : G −→ G ⋉ E
being a morphism of groupoids. The Lie algebroid of G ⋉ E is A⋉ E = A⊕ E
with
ρ(α, s) = ρ(α), and [(α, s), (α′, s′)] = ([α, α′],∇αs
′ −∇α′s).
As before, ω ∈ C1(A,E) is a cocycle if and only if ω˜ := (Id, ω) : A −→ A ⋉ E
is a Lie algebroid morphism. It is easy to see that, for c ∈ Z1(G, E), the Lie
functor applied to c˜ is ϑ˜(c) hence the result follows from Lie II.
Remark 3.14 Sometimes it is more natural to consider cochains along s, i.e.
sections of the pull-back of E via s : G(p) →M , (g1, . . . , gp) 7→ s(gp). In degree
1, one deals with c ∈ Γ(G, s∗E) and the cocycle condition becomes
c(gh) = h−1 · c(g) + c(h).
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Of course, one can just pass to cocycles in the previous sense by considering
c(g) = g−1 · c(g).
Note that the associated algebroid cocycle is simply ϑ(c)(αx) = (dc)x(αx).
Remark 3.15 (cocycles as representations) Yet another interpretation of
1-cocycles is obtained when E = R is the trivial representation of G (and of
A). On the groupoid side, any 1-cocycle c ∈ C1(G) induces a representation,
denoted Rc, of G on the trivial line bundle:
g · t := ec(g)t.
When the s-fibers of G are connected, it is not difficult to see that this gives a
1-1 correspondence. Similarly, one has a 1-1 correspondence between 1-cocycles
on A and structures of representations of A on the trivial line bundle; given
a ∈ Z1(A), the corresponding representation, denoted Ra, is determined by
∇α(1) = a(α).
It is clear that, in this case, the van Est map (and Proposition 3.13) becomes
the Lie functor between representations of G and those of A.
For later use, we give the following:
Proposition 3.16 Let v ∈ TgG be a vector tangent to the t-fiber of G, and let
c ∈ Z1(G, E) be a cocycle. Then
(dc)g(v) = g · (dc)s(g)(dgLg−1v).
Proof. Let γ : I → G be a curve in the t-fiber through g whose velocity at
ε = 0 is v. Since c is a cocycle, it follows that
c(g−1 · γ(ε)) = g−1 · c(γ(ε)) + c(g−1),
for all ε ∈ I. Finally, one differentiates w.r.t. ε.
3.5 Trivial Coefficients
Another interesting case of the main theorem is when E is the trivial represen-
tation. This case was well studied because of its relevance to Poisson geometry.
Our Theorem 1 recovers the most general results in this context. The key remark
is that, when E = R with the trivial action, any bundle map l : A→ ∧k−1T ∗M
is canonically the symbol of an E-Spencer operator, namely α 7→ d(l(α)). We
see that any E-Spencer operator can be decomposed as
D(α) = ν(α) + d(l(α))
where, this time, ν is tensorial. Rewriting everything in terms of ν and α we
obtain the result of [3, 8]:
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Proposition 3.17 Let G be an s-simply connected Lie groupoid with Lie alge-
broid A. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between multiplicative forms
θ ∈ Ωk(G) and pairs (ν, l) consisting of vector bundle maps
(3.5)
{
ν : A −→ ∧kT ∗M
l : A −→ ∧k−1T ∗M
satisfying
(3.6)

ν([α, β]) = Lρ(α)ν(β) − iρ(β)dν(α)
iρ(β)ν(α) = Lρ(α)l(β)− iρ(β)dl(α)− l([α, β])
iρ(α)l(β) = −iρ(β)l(α),
for all α, β ∈ Γ(A). The correspondence θ 7→ (νθ, lθ) is given explicitly by
νθ(α) = u
∗(iαdθ), lθ(α) = u
∗(iαθ).
For φ ∈ Ωk+1(M), the cohomologically trivial form δ(φ) = s∗φ − t∗φ gives
(see Examples 2.4 and 2.10)
νδ(φ)(α) = −iρ(α)(dφ), lδ(φ)(φ) = −iρ(α)(φ),
hence one obtains an infinitesimal characterization for cohomological triviality.
Note that in the case of trivial coefficients it makes sense to talk about the
DeRham differential of a multiplicative form (itself multiplicative). From the
last formulas in the proposition, we have:
νdθ = 0, ldθ = νθ,
hence one immediately obtains infinitesimal characterizations of multiplicative
forms which are closed. More generally, given φ ∈ Ωk+1(M) closed, one says
that θ ∈ Ωk(G) is φ-closed if dθ = s∗φ − t∗φ. One obtains for instance the
following, which when k = 2 gives the main result of [9].
Corollary 3.18 Assume that G is s-simply connected, and that φ ∈ Ωk+1(M)
is closed. Then there is a bijection between φ-closed, multiplicative θ ∈ Ωk(G)
and
l : A −→ Λk−1T ∗M
which are vector bundle maps satisfying{
l([α, β]) = Lρ(α)l(β)− iρ(β)dl(α) + iρ(α)∧ρ(β)(φ)
iρ(α)l(β) = −iρ(β)l(α).
Example 3.19 To make the discussion on Jacobi manifolds of the next section
more transparent, we briefly recall here the Poisson case. Let (M,π) be a Poisson
manifold and let A = T ∗M be endowed with the induced algebroid structure (see
e.g. [17]), which is assumed to come from an s-simply connected Lie groupoid
Σ. Then previous proposition can be applied to k = 2, φ = 0 and l = IdT∗M ;
this gives rise to ω ∈ Ω2(Σ) closed and multiplicative, and also non-degenerate
(because l is an isomorphism), making Σ into a symplectic groupoid.
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3.6 Contact groupoids
In analogy with symplectic groupoids and Poisson geometry, contact groupoids
are the global counterpart of Jacobi manifolds. Although this has been known
for a while (see e.g. [16] and the references therein), the existing approaches
have been rather in-direct (by using “Poissonization”, applying the similar re-
sults from Poisson geometry, then passing to quotients). What happens is that
contact groupoids require the use of non-trivial coefficients; therefore, our main
theorem now allows for a direct approach. Furthermore, using the slightly more
general setting of Kirillov’s local Lie algebras, the approach becomes less com-
putational and more conceptual.
The difference between Jacobi manifolds and local Lie algebras, or the differ-
ence between their global counterparts, is completely analogous the difference
between the two related but non-equivalent notions of contact manifolds that
one finds in the literature. Here we follow the terminology of [5].
Definition 3.20 Let M be a manifold.
• A contact structure on M is a contact form θ, i.e. a regular 1-form θ ∈
Ω1(M) with the property that the restriction of dθ to the distribution Hθ =
Ker(θ) is pointwise non-degenerate.
• A contact structure in the wide sense on M is a contact hyperfield, i.e. a
codimension one distribution H ⊂ TM which is maximally non-integrable.
Here maximal non-integrability can be understood globally as follows. First,
H induces a line bundle
L = TM/H.
Then, the Lie bracket modulo H induces a (C∞(M)-)bilinear map
(3.7) I : H×H −→ L, (X,Y ) 7→ [X,Y ] mod H
and the maximal non-integrability of H means that I is non-degenerate. The
contact case is obtained when L is the trivial line bundle. Passing to groupoids:
Definition 3.21 Let Σ be a Lie groupoid over M .
• A contact structure on the groupoid Σ is a pair (θ, r) consisting of a smooth
map r : Σ→ R (the Reeb cocycle) and a contact form θ ∈ Ω1(Σ) which is
r-multiplicative in the sense that
m∗θ = pr∗2(e
−r) pr∗1 θ + pr
∗
2 θ.
• A contact structure in the wide sense on the groupoid is a contact hyperfield
H on Σ which is multiplicative.
Regarding the first notion note that the equation above implies that, indeed,
r is a 1-cocycle; hence it induces a representation Rr of Σ (cf. Remark 3.15).
Also, one has the following immediate but important remark, which will allow
us to reconstruct θ from associated Spencer operators:
Lemma 3.22 The r-multiplicativity of θ is equivalent to the fact that erθ ∈
Ω1(Σ) is multiplicative as a form with values in the representation Rr.
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The following indicates the conceptual advantage of the “wide” point of view.
Lemma 3.23 Assume that the s-fibers of Σ are connected. Then the con-
struction (Σ, θ, r) 7→ (Σ,Ker(θ)) induces a 1-1 correspondence between contact
groupoids (Σ, θ, r) and contact groupoids in the wide sense (Σ,H) with the prop-
erty that the associated line bundle is trivial.
Proof. It is clear that Ker(θ) has the desired properties. Conversely, assume
that we start with (Σ,H) so that L is trivial. First of all, we know that the
multiplicativity of H makes L into a representation of Σ (cf. subsection 3.2);
we also know that a representation of Σ on a trivial line bundle is uniquely
determined by a 1-cocycle (cf. e.g. Remark 3.15); this gives rise to the cocycle
r. Then the canonical projection TΣ → L gives a 1-form θ ∈ Ω1(Σ) which, by
Proposition 3.7 is multiplicative as a form with coefficients in Rr. Hence, by
the previous lemma, θ := e−rθ is r-multiplicative.
We now pass to the corresponding infinitesimal structures.
Definition 3.24 Let M be a manifold.
• A Jacobi structure on M is a pair (Λ, R) consisting of a bivector Λ and a
vector field R (the Reeb vector field) satisfying
[Λ,Λ] = 2R ∧ Λ, [Λ, R] = 0.
• A Jacobi structure in the wide sense on M is a pair (L, {·, ·}) consisting
of a line bundle L over M and a Lie bracket {·, ·} on the space of sections
Γ(L), with the property that it is local, i.e.
sup({u, v}) ⊂ sup(u) ∩ sup(v) ∀ u, v ∈ Γ(L).
The second notion appears in the literature under various names. Kirillov
introduced them under the notion of local Lie algebra [25]; Marle uses the
term Jacobi bundle [29]. Our term “wide” is ad-hoc, for compatibility with the
previous definitions; however, we will also say that L is a Jacobi bundle.
For a Jacobi bundle L, Kirillov proves that {·, ·} must be a differential op-
erator of order at most one in each argument. When L = RM is the trivial line
bundle, this implies that the bracket must be of type
{f, g}Λ,R = Λ(df, dg) + LR(f)g − fLR(g) (f, g ∈ Γ(RM ) = C
∞(M))
for some bivector Λ and vector field R. A straightforward check shows that this
satisfies the Jacobi identity if and only if (Λ, R) is a Jacobi structure. Hence,
one obtains the following well-known:
Lemma 3.25 (Λ, R) 7→ (RM , {·, ·}Λ,R) defines a bijection between Jacobi struc-
tures and local Lie algebras with trivial underlying line bundle.
Next, we sketch the connection between contact groupoids and Jacobi struc-
tures pointing out the relevance of the Spencer operator and of Theorem 1.
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The Lie functor
In one direction (the Lie functor), starting with a contact groupoid in the wide
sense (Σ,H), there is an induced Jacobi bundle on M . The relevance of the
Spencer operator D associated to H is the following: since H is contact, it
follows that the vector bundle map associated to D (cf. Example 2.8),
jD : A −→ J
1L,
is an isomorphism, where A is the Lie algebroid of Σ and L is the line bundle
associated to H. Identifying A with J1L, we obtain a Lie bracket [·, ·] on J1L.
On Γ(L) we define the bracket
{u, v} := pr([j1u, j1v]).
Lemma 3.26 (L, {·, ·}) is a Jacobi structure in the wide sense.
Proof. The bracket is clearly local, hence we are left with proving the Jacobi
identity. For this it suffices to show that
[j1u, j1v] = j1{u, v}
for all u, v ∈ Γ(L). Note that, after the identification of A with J1L, the D
is identified with the classical Spencer operator (see Example 2.8); in particu-
lar, D(ξ) = 0 if and only if ξ is the first jet of a section. Fixing u and v, the
equation (2.3) for the Spencer operator implies that D kills [j1u, j1v], hence
[j1u, j1v] = j1s for some s. Applying pr, we find s = {u, v}.
Of course, starting with a contact groupoid (Σ, θ, r), Lemma 3.23 and Lemma
3.25 ensure the existence a Jacobi structure (Λ, R) on the base.
Integrability
Conversely, start with a Jacobi structure in the wide sense (L, {·, ·}) on M .
With the Lie functor in mind, the strategy is quite clear: consider the induced
Lie algebroid structure on J1L with the property that
[j1u, j1v] = j1{u, v}
for all u, v ∈ Γ(L) and show that the classical Spencer operator D is a Spencer
operator with respect to this Lie algebroid structure. Then, if J1L comes from
a Lie groupoid Σ, assumed to be s-simply connected, integrating D gives the
multiplicative hyperfield H on Σ and the fact that jD is an isomorphism implies
that H is contact.
For instance, when (L, {·, ·}) comes from a Jacobi structure (Λ, R), J1L =
T ∗M ⊕ R and, starting from the previous formula, one finds the Lie algebroid
AΛ,R := T
∗M ⊕ R,
with anchor ρΛ,R = ρ given by
ρ(η, λ) = Λ♯(η) + λR
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and bracket
[(η, 0), (ξ, 0)]Λ,R = ([η, ξ]Λ − iR(η ∧ ξ),Λ(η, ξ)),
[(0, 1), (ξ, 0)]Λ,R = (LR(ξ), 0),
[(0, 1), (0, 1)]Λ,R = (0, 0)
(extended to general elements using bilinearity and the Leibniz identity). The
classical Spencer operator becomes
D : Γ(AΛ,R) −→ Ω
1(M), D(η, f) = η + df, l(η, f) = f.
Of course, checking directly that D is a Spencer operator on AΛ,R is rather
tedious. The advantage of the “wide” point of view is that it provides a more
compact and computationally free approach.
So, let’s return to our (L, {·, ·}). It is rather unfortunate (and surprising) that
the definition of the associated Lie algebroid J1L is missing from the literature.
The remaining part of this section is mostly devoted to this point (after that, the
part with the Spencer operator is immediate). The starting point is the result of
Kirillov mentioned above: {u, v}must be a differential operator of order at most
one in each argument. To fix the notations, recall that a differential operator
P : Γ(E) −→ Γ(F )
of order at most one, where E and F are vector bundles, has a symbol
σP ∈ Γ(TM ⊗Hom(E,F )).
The defining property is
P (fs) = fP (s) + σP (df)(s)
for all s ∈ Γ(E), f ∈ C∞(M). Of course, when E = F = L is one-dimensional,
we get σP ∈ Ω
1(M). Fixing u ∈ Γ(L), applying this to the operator {u, ·}, we
denote the associated symbol by ρ1(u). This defines a map
ρ1 : Γ(L) −→ X(M),
characterised by the property that
{u, fv} = f{u, v}+ Lρ1(u)(f)v
for all u, v ∈ Γ(L). A straightforward computation with the Jacobi identity for
u, fv, w combined with the last equations implies that ρ1 is a Lie algebra map:
ρ1({u, v}) = [ρ1(u), ρ1(v)].
Unlike the case of Lie algebroids, ρ1 need not be C∞(M)-linear. However, it is
a differential operator of order at most one; hence it satisfies the equation
ρ1(fu) = fρ1(u) + ρ2(df ⊗ u),
where ρ2 is the symbol of ρ1, interpreted as a vector bundle map
ρ2 : Hom(TM,L) −→ TM.
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We define the anchor of J1L by putting ρ1 and ρ2 together (see (2.6)):
ρ : Γ(J1L) ∼= Γ(L)⊕ Ω1(M,L)
ρ1−ρ2
−→ X(M)
Using the classical Spencer operator, one can write more compactly:
ρ(ξ) = ρ1(pr(ξ))− ρ2(Dclas(ξ)).
Finally, the Lie bracket for J1L is, as we wanted, given by
[j1u, j1v] := j1({u, v}),
extended by the Leibniz identity to arbitrary sections (see also Remark 3.29).
Lemma 3.27 (J1L, [·, ·], ρ) is a Lie algebroid.
Proof. The Leibniz identity holds by construction. For the Jacobi identity
Jac(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = 0, it is clearly satisfied when the ξi’s are first jets of sections of
L. Hence it suffices to remark that the expression Jac is C∞(M)-linear in all
arguments. Using the Leibniz identity, we see that this is equivalent to the fact
that the anchor is a Lie algebra map:
ρ([ξ1, ξ2]) = [ρ(ξ1), ρ(ξ2)].
This time, the Leibniz identity implies that the difference between the two terms
is C∞(M)-bilinear, hence it suffices to check it when ξ1 = j
1u, ξ2 = j
1v. This
is equivalent to ρ1 being a Lie algebra map.
Lemma 3.28 The classical Spencer operator Dclas : Γ(J1L) −→ Ω1(M,L) is a
Spencer operator on the Lie algebroid J1L.
Of course, the action ∇ of J1L on L is the one induced by the formula (2.11);
hence it is characterised by
∇j1u(v) = {u, v}.
Proof. First note that the equation (2.4) is satisfied (it is C∞(M)-linear in the
arguments and, on holonomic sections, it reduces to the previous formula for
∇). In turn, this implies that the formula 2.3 is C∞(M)-linear in the arguments
hence, again, it suffices to check it on holonomic sections, when it becomes 0 = 0.
Remark 3.29 As a curiosity, note that ∇ and [·, ·] can be written on general
elements using the Spencer operator D = Dclas as:
∇ξ(v) = {pr(ξ), v}+D(ξ)(ρ
1(v)),
[ξ, η] = j1{pr ξ, pr η}+ Lξ(Dη)− Lη(Dξ).
In particular, we obtain the following integrability result, which should be
compared with the one of [16] (and please compare the proofs as well!).
Corollary 3.30 Given a Jacobi structure in the wide sense (L, {·, ·}) over M , if
the associated Lie algebroid J1L comes from an s-simply connected Lie groupoid
Σ, then Σ carries a contact hyperfield H making it into a contact groupoid
in the wide sense; H is uniquely characterized by the fact that the associated
Spencer operator coincides with the classical one. If (L, {·, ·}) comes from a
Jacobi structure (Λ, R), then we end up with a contact groupoid (Σ, θ, r).
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4 Proof of Theorem 1
4.1 Rough idea and some heuristics behind the proof
Let us briefly indicate the intuition behind our approach (the pseudogroup point
of view). The main idea is to reinterpret θ in terms of bisections: it gives
rise to (and it is determined by) a family of k-forms {θb : b ∈ Bis(G)}; here
θb ∈ Ω
k(M,E) is obtained by pull-backing θ to M via b and using the action of
G on E. In other words, θ is encoded in the map
(4.1) Θ : Bis(G) −→ Ωk(M,E), b 7→ θb;
the multiplicativity of θ translates into a cocycle condition for Θ on the group
Bis(G). Hence, morally (because we are in infinite dimensions), the infinitesimal
counterpart of θ is encoded in the linearization ϑ(Θ) of Θ (as in Subsection 3.4).
While Γ(A) plays the role of the Lie algebra of Bis(G) (cf. Remark 2.11), one
arrives at ϑ(Θ) = D given in the theorem. However, to prove the theorem, we
have to avoid the infinite dimensional problem and work (still in the spirit of
Lie pseudogroups) with jet spaces: since Θ depends only on first order jets of
bisections, it can be reinterpreted as a finite dimensional object – a map
c : J1G −→ Hom(∧kTM,E),
which is a 1-cocycle for the groupoid J1G. Hence, instead of applying the inte-
gration of cocycles (as in Proposition 3.13) to the infinite dimensional Bis(G),
we will apply it to the groupoid J1G. Here one encounters a small technical
problem: J1G may have s-fibers which are not simply connected (not even con-
nected), so we will have to pass to the closely related groupoid J˜1G, which has
the same Lie algebroid J1A, but which is s-simply connected:
c˜ : J˜1G −→ Hom(∧kTM,E).
Then one has to concentrate on the linearization cocycle
η : J1A −→ Hom(∧kTM,E),
which, together with the decomposition (2.6) in mind, is precisely the pair (D, l)
consisting of the Spencer operator and its symbol. The rest is about working
out the details and finding out the precise equations that c and η have to satisfy.
Throughout this section, G denotes a Lie groupoid over M , E is a represen-
tation of G, J1G denotes the Lie groupoid of 1-jets of bisections of G. Each one
of the next subsections is devoted to one of the 1-1 correspondences
θ ←→ c←→ c˜←→ η.
4.2 From multiplicative forms to differentiable cocycles
Recall that λ : J1G → GL(TM) denotes the canonical representation of J1G on
TM and Ad : J1G → GL(A) denotes the adjoint representation of J1G on the
Lie algebroid A of G. Combining λ with the action of G on E,
Hom(∧kTM,E)
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becomes a representation of J1G. Using the notations from Subsection 3.4, we
will denoted the associated space of 1-cocycles by
Z1(J1G,Hom(∧kTM,E)).
Moreover, as in Remark 3.2, we will view the elements of J1G as splittings
σg : Ts(g) → TgG of ds. In particular, for σg, σ
′
g ∈ J
1G sitting above the same
g ∈ G, σg − σ
′
g takes values in Ker(ds)g; identifying the last space with At(g),
we consider the resulting map
σg ⊖ σ
′
g := Rg−1 ◦ (σg − σ
′
g) : Ts(g)M −→ At(g).
Proposition 4.1 There is a one-to-one correspondence between multiplicative
k-forms θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E), and pairs (c, l) with{
c ∈ Z1(J1G,Hom(∧kTM,E))
l : A −→ Hom(∧k−1TM,E)
satisfying the following equations:
(4.2)
c(σg)(λσgv1, . . . , λσgvk)− c(σ
′
g)(λσ′gv1, . . . , λσ′gvk) =
=
k∑
i=1
(−1)i+1l((σg ⊖ σ
′
g)(vi))(λσgv1, . . . , λσgvi−1, λσ′gvi+1, . . . , λσ′gvk),
(4.3) iρ(α)l(β) = −iρ(β)l(α),
(4.4)
l(Ad σgα)(λσgv1, . . . , λσgvk−1)− g · l(α)(v1, . . . , vk−1) =
= c(σg)(λσgρ(α), λσgv1, . . . , λσgvk−1),
for all splittings σg, σ
′
g ∈ J
1G, v1, . . . , vk ∈ TxM , and α, β ∈ Ax, where x = s(g).
For the proof of the proposition we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2 For any multiplicative form θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E), and any αg ∈ ker(ds)g,
we have that
(4.5) θg(αg, X1, . . . , Xk−1) = θt(g)(αt(g), (dt)g(X1), . . . , (dt)g(Xk−1)),
for all X1, . . . , Xk−1 ∈ TgG, where αt(g) = Rg−1(αg).
Proof. Notice that we can express αg and Xi as
αg = (dRg)t(g)(αt(g)) = (dm)(t(g),g)(αt(g), 0g), Xi = (dm)(t(g),g)((dt)g(Xi), Xi).
Equation (4.5) then follows from the multiplicativity equation (2.1) on the vec-
tors (tangent to G2) (αt(g), 0g), ((dt)g(X1), X1), . . ..
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Proof of proposition 4.1. In one direction, given θ ∈ Ωk(G, t∗E),
c(σg)(w1, . . . , wk) = θg(σg(λ
−1
σg
(w1)), . . . , σg(λ
−1
σg
(wk))),
for all σg ∈ J
1G and w1, . . . , wk ∈ Tt(g)M , and
l(α)(v1, . . . , vk−1) = θx(α, v1, . . . , vk−1),
for all α ∈ Ax, and v1, . . . , vk−1 ∈ TxM . The desired equations for (c, l) will
be proven for k = 2, which reveals all the necessary arguments but keeps the
notations simpler. Note that in this case Lemma 4.2 translates into
(4.6) θg(αg, X) = l(αt(g))((dt)g(X)),
for all X ∈ TgG, αg ∈ ker(ds)g , where αt(g) = Rg−1(αg). To prove (4.2) (for
k = 2), using the definition of c, we find that the left hand side of the equation
is
θg(σg(v1),σg(v2))− θg(σ
′
g(v1), σ
′
g(v2)) =
= θg(σg(v1)− σ
′
g(v1), σg(v2)) + θg(σ
′
g(v1), σg(v2)− σ
′
g(v2)).
Applying (4.6) with αg = σg(vi)− σ
′
g(vi), i ∈ {1, 2}, we obtain (4.2). The same
(4.6), combined with the skew symmetry of θ gives (4.3):
l(α)(ρ(β)) = θ(α, β) = −θ(β, α) = −l(β)(ρ(α)).
Next we prove (4.4). Using the formula (3.3) for the adjoint representation,
l(Ad σgα)(λσgv) = θt(g)(Rg−1 ◦ (dm)(g,s(g))(σg(ρ(α)), α), λσg v),
Using again the equation (4.6), the last expression is
θg((dm)(g,s(g))(σg(ρ(α)), α), σg(v)).
Combining with σg(v) = (dm)(g,s(g))(σg(v), v) and then applying the multiplica-
tivity equation for θ, we arrive at the right hand side of (4.4).
We are left with proving the cocycle equation δc = 0. Let (σg , σh) ∈ (J
1G)2
be a pair of composable arrows. Then δc(σg, σh) is the map ∧
2Tt(g)M → Et(g),
δc(σg, σh)(w1, w2) = c(σg)(w1, w2)+g·(c(σh)(λ
−1
σg
w1, λ
−1
σg
w2))−c(σg·σh)(w1, w2).
Let vi = λ
−1
σg
wi ∈ Tt(h)M . For the sum of the first two terms in the right hand
side, after applying the definition of c, we find
θg(σg(v1), σg(v2)) + g · θh(σh(λ
−1
σh
v1), σh(λ
−1
σh
v2)).
For the last term, using the description (3.2) for σg · σh, we find
θgh((dm)(g,h)(σg(v1), σh(λ
−1
σh
v1)), (dm)(g,h)(σg(v2), σh(λ
−1
σh
v2)).
Finally, the multiplicativity of θ implies that the last two expressions coincide.
For the reverse direction, let c and l be given, and we construct θ. In order
to avoid clumsier notations, we extend l to the entire ker ds: for αg ∈ ker(ds)g:
l(αg) := l(Rg−1αg).
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Given g, choose σg ∈ J
1G and use it to split a vector X ∈ TgG into
X = σg(v) + αX ,
where v = (ds)g(X) ∈ Ts(g)M , and αX = X − σg(v) ∈ ker(ds)g. We define
θg(X1, . . . , Xk) = c(σg)(λσgv1, . . . λσgvk)+
+
∑
p+q=k
∑
τ∈S(p,q)
(−1)|τ |l(αXτ(1))(ρ(αXτ(2) ), . . . , ρ(αXτ(p)), λσgvτ(p+1), . . . , λσgvτ(k)),
where p ≥ 1, and the second summation is taken over all (p, q)-shuffles of
{1, . . . , k}. The rest of the proof will be given again in the case k = 2, when the
previous formula becomes
θg(X1, X2) = c(σg)(λσgv1, λσgv2)− l(αX2)(λσgv1)+
+ l(αX1)(λσgv2) + l(αX1)(ρ(αX2 )).
Note that (4.3) implies that θg is skew-symmetric. Let us show that it does
not depend on the choice of σg. Choose another splitting σ
′
g and write α
′
X =
X − σ′g(v). Let θ
′
g be the form obtained by using the splitting σ
′
g. Then
(θg − θ
′
g)(X1, X2) = c(σg)(λσgv1, λσgv2)− c(σ
′
g)(λσ′gv1, λσ′gv2)+
− l(αX2)(λσgv1) + l(α
′
X2
)(λσ′gv1)
+ l(αX1)(λσgv2)− l(α
′
X1
)(λσ′gv2)+
+ l(αX1)(ρ(αX2 ))− l(α
′
X1
)(ρ(α′X2 )).
Let us denote by αvi = σg(vi)− σ
′
g(vi) and notice that
(4.7) αXi − α
′
Xi
= −αvi , and λσgvi − λσ′gvi = ρ(αv).
By using (4.2) and the polarization formula for θ, it follows that
(θg − θ
′
g)(X1, X2) = l(αv1)(λσgv2)− l(αv2)(λσ′gv1)+
+ l(αv2)(λσgv1)− l(α
′
v2
)(ρ(αv1 ))
− l(αv1)(λσgv2) + l(α
′
X1
)(ρ(αv2 ))+
− l(αv1)(ρ(αX2 ))− l(α
′
X1
)(ρ(αv2)).
Thus, if we substitute into this expression the consequence
l(αv2)(λσ′gv1) = l(αv2)(λσgv1)− l(αv2)(ρ(αv1 ))
of (4.7), almost all of the terms cancel out two-by-two and we are left with
(θg − θ
′
g)(X1, X2) = l(αv2)(ρ(αv1))− l(α
′
X2
)(ρ(αv1 ))− l(αv1)ρ(αX2)
= l(αv2 − α
′
X2
)(ρ(αv1 ))− l(αv1)(ρ(αX2))
= −l(αX2)(ρ(αv1))− l(αv1)(ρ(αX2 )).
Because of (4.3), this expression vanishes and θ is well defined.
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We are left with the verification that θ is multiplicative. Let g, h ∈ G be
composable arrows, and let (Xi, Yi) ∈ T(g,h)G2 so that (dt)h(Yi) = (ds)g(Xi).
We fix splittings σg, σh ∈ J
1G and use them to write
Xi = αi + σg(vi), and Yi = βi + σh(wi).
From (Xi, Yi) ∈ T(g,h)G2 it follows that vi = ρ(βi) + λσh (wi), hence
Xi = αi + σg(ρ(βi)) + σg(λσhwi).
Decomposing
dm(Xi, Yi) = dm(αi, 0) + dm(σg(ρ(βi)), βi) + dm(σg(λσhwi), σh(wi)).
m∗θ(g,h)((X1, Y1), (X2, Y2)) gives six types of terms (where 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2):
Type 1: θgh(dm(α1, 0), dm(α2, 0)),
Type 2: θgh(dm(αi, 0), dm(σg(ρ(βj)), βj)),
Type 3: θgh(dm(αi, 0), dm(σg(λσhwj), σh(wj))),
Type 4: θgh(dm(σg(ρ(β1)), β1), dm(σg(ρ(β2)), β2)),
Type 5: θgh(dm(σg(ρ(βi)), βi), dm(σg(λσhwj), σh(wj)))
Type 6: θgh(dm(σg(λσhw1), σh(w1)), dm(σg(λσhw2), σh(w2)))
In order to simplify the terms of type 1,2, and 3, we note that (dm)(g,h)(αg, 0h) =
Rh(αg) for all αg ∈ ker(ds)g and thus, by the definition of θ
θgh(dm(α1, 0), dm(α2, 0)) = l(α1)(ρ(α2)),
θgh(dm(αi, 0), dm(σg(ρ(βj)), βj)) = l(αi)(λσgρ(βj)),
θgh(dm(αi, 0), dm(σg(λσhwj), σh(wj))) = l(αi)(λσgσhwj).
On the other hand, using again the formula (3.3) for the adjoint action, as
well as condition (4.4), we simplify the terms of type 4 and 5 into
θgh(dm(σg(ρ(β1)), β1),dm(σg(ρ(β2)), β2)) = l(Ad σgβ1)(λσg (ρ(β2)))
= c(σg)(λσgρ(β1), λσgρ(β2)) + g · l(β1)(ρ(β2))
θgh(dm(σg(ρ(βi)), βi),dm(σg(λσhwj), σh(wj))) = l(Ad σgβi)(λσgσhwj)
= c(σg)(λσgρ(βi), λσgσhwj) + g · l(βi)(λσhwj).
Finally, we use condition (4.3) to express
θgh(dm(σg(λσhw1), σh(w1)),dm(σg(λσhw2), σh(w2))) =
= θg(σg(λσhw1), σg(λσhw2)) + g · θh(σh(w1), σh(w2)).
Adding everything up, we recognize θg(X1, X2)+ g · θh(Y1, Y2), thus concluding
the proof of the proposition.
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4.3 Realizing source-simply connectedness
As mentioned at the beginning of the section, we need to pass from J1G to J˜1G,
the source simply connected Lie groupoid with the same Lie algebroid J1A as
J1G. For an explicit construction of J˜1G, one puts together the universal covers
of the s-fibers of J1G with base points the units (see e.g. [15] for the general
discussion). It comes equipped with a groupoid map
p : J˜1G −→ J1G,
whose image is the subgroupoid (J1G)0 made of the connected component of
the identities in J1G. For elements in J˜1G we will use the notation σg whenever
we want to indicate the point g ∈ G onto which σg projects. For X ∈ Ts(g)G we
will use the notation
σg(X) := p(σg)(X)
and, for σg, σ
′
g ∈ J˜
1G, consider
σg ⊖ σ
′
g := p(σg)⊖ p(σ
′
g) : Ts(g)M −→ At(g).
We will use the map p to pull-back structures from J1G to J˜1G. For instance,
any representation of J1G can also be seen as a representation of J˜1G and there
is an induced pull-back map at the level of the resulting cocycles. In particular,
we will consider
(4.8) p∗ : Z1(J1G,Hom(∧kTM,E))→ Z1(J˜1G,Hom(∧kTM,E)).
It is clear that the pairs (c, l) of Proposition 4.1, and the equations that they
satisfy, have an analogue to with J1G replaced by J˜1G, giving rise to pairs (c˜, l)
satisfying identical equations.
Proposition 4.3 Let G be an s-simply connected Lie groupoid. Then (c, l) 7→
(p∗(c), l) defines a 1-1 correspondence between pairs (c, l) satisfying the condi-
tions from Proposition 4.1 and pairs (c˜, l) consisting of{
c˜ ∈ Z1(J˜1G,Hom(∧kTM,E))
l : A −→ Hom(∧k−1TM,E)
satisfying the conditions from Proposition 4.1 but with J1G replaced by J˜1G.
Proof. Of course, the statement is about c 7→ p∗c, i.e. we can fix l. We begin
by showing that p∗ is injective when restricted to the set of c for which (4.2)
holds. To do so we first show that c is determined by its value on the the Lie
groupoid (J1G)0 whose s-fibers are the connected component of the identity in
the s-fibers of J1G. Observe that for any g ∈ G, there exists σg ∈ (J
1G)0. In
fact, since (J1G)0 → G is a submersion, and G is s-connected, we can lift any
path in s−1(s(g)), starting at the identity and ending at g, to a path in (J1G)0
starting at the identity and ending over g. The corresponding end point is an
element σg ∈ (J
1G)0. It follows from (4.2) that for any other σ′g ∈ J
1G, c(σ′g) is
determined by c(σg), and l.
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Next, we note that if p∗c = p∗c′, then c and c′ coincide on (J1G)0. In fact, for
any σg ∈ (J
1G)0 we can find a path inside the s-fiber of σg, joining the identity
(du)s(g) of (J
1G)0, and σg. Taking its homotopy class, this path gives rise to an
element ξg of J˜
1G which projects to σg . But then,
c(σg) = c(p(ξg)) = c
′(p(ξg)) = c
′(σg).
Finally, we prove that if (c˜, l) satisfies (4.2), then c˜ lies in the image of p∗. For
this, note that if p(ξg) = p(ξ
′
g), then the actions of ξg and ξ
′
g on TM coincide.
Moreover, they induce the same splittings of (ds)g. Thus, the right hand side
of (4.2) vanishes, which implies that c˜(ξg) = c˜(ξ
′
g). It follows that c˜ induces a
map c : J1G −→ t∗Hom(∧kTM,E) such that p∗c = c˜.
Thus, we have just proven that p∗ determines a one-to-one correspondence
between c ∈ Z1(J1G,Hom(∧kTM,E)) such that (c, l) satisfies (4.2), and c˜ ∈
Z1(J˜1G,Hom(∧kTM,E)) such that (c˜, l) satisfy (4.2). A simple verification
shows that (c, l) satisfies (4.3) and (4.4) if and only if (c˜, l) satisfies (4.3) and
(4.4). This concludes the proof.
4.4 Passing to algebroid cocycles
Proposition 4.4 Let G be s-simply connected. Then there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between pairs (c˜, l) as in Proposition 4.3 and pairs (η, l) with{
η ∈ Z1(J1A,Hom(∧kTM,E))
l : A −→ Hom(∧k−1TM,E)
satisfying the equations:
(4.9) η(df ⊗ α) = df ∧ l(α),
(4.10) iρ(α)l(β) = −iρ(β)l(α),
(4.11) l([α, β])− Lαl(β) = iρ(α)η(j
1β),
for all α, β ∈ Γ(A), and all f ∈ C∞(M).
For (4.9) we are using the inclusion i from the exact sequence
0→ Hom(TM,A)
i
→ J1A
pr
→ A→ 0
Proof. We use the isomorphism
ϑ : Z1(J˜1G,Hom(∧kTM,E)) −→ Z1(J1A,Hom(∧kTM,E))
induced by the van Est map (Proposition 3.13); of course, η = ϑ(c˜). Fix (c˜, l)
and x ∈ M . We prove that (4.2) and (4.4) for (c˜, l) are equivalent to (4.9) and
(4.11) for (ϑ(c˜), l).
We start with the equivalence of (4.4) with (4.11). We interpret l as
l ∈ Γ(A∗ ⊗ ∧k−1T ∗M ⊗ E) = C0(J˜1G, A∗ ⊗ ∧k−1T ∗M ⊗ E),
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a zero-cochain on J˜1G. Of course, ϑ(l) = l, with l interpreted as a 0-cochain on
J1A. On the other hand, the anchor ρ induces a morphism of representations
ρ∗ : ∧kT ∗M ⊗ E → A∗ ⊗ ∧k−1T ∗M ⊗ E
hence also a map of complexes
ρ∗ : C(J˜1G,∧kT ∗M ⊗ E)→ C(J1A,A∗ ⊗ ∧k−1T ∗M ⊗ E)
and similarly on the algebroid cohomology, compatible with ϑ. In particular,
ϑ(d(l)− ρ∗(c˜)) = d(ϑ(l))− ρ∗(ϑ(c˜)) = d(l)− ρ∗(η).
Finally, note that (4.4) is just the explicit form of the equation d(l) = ρ∗(c˜),
while (4.11) is just d(l) = ρ∗(η); hence one just uses the injectivity of ϑ.
We are left with proving the equivalence of (4.2) with (4.9). We fix x ∈ M
and we show that (4.9) is satisfied at x if and only if (4.2) is satisfied for all g
that start at x. In the sequence
J˜1(G)
p
−→ J1(G)
pr
−→ G,
we consider the s-fibers of the three groupoids above x, denoted
P˜ −→ P −→ B.
Both P and P˜ becomes principal bundles over B, with structure groups
K = pr−1(1x), Kˆ = (pr ◦p)
−1(1x),
respectively (the action is the one induced by the groupoid multiplication). Note
also that the map p : P˜ → P has as image the connected component P 0 of P
containing the unit at x and p : P˜ → P 0 is a covering projection. Since B is
assumed to be simply connected, the following is immediate.
Lemma 4.5 Kˆ is connected.
Assume now that (ϑ(c˜), l) satisfies (4.2) for all g ∈ B. Let η = ϑ(c˜) and
df ⊗α ∈ T ∗M ⊗A. Using p : P˜ → P to identify a neighborhood of the identity
in P˜ , with a neighborhood of the identity in P , we can view, for ε small enough,
γx(ε) = (du)x + ε((df)x ⊗ αx)
as a path in P˜ such that
γ(0) = (du)x,
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
γx = (df)x ⊗ αx.
Since for each ε, γx(ε) acts trivially on E, it follows that
(4.12) η((df)x ⊗ αx) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
c˜(γx(ε))
However, since c˜ is a cocycle, it follows that c˜(dxu) = 0, thus (4.2) implies that
c˜(γx(ε))(v1, . . . , vk) = ε((df)x ∧ l(αx))(v1, . . . , vk),
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for all ε and all vi ∈ TxM . By differentiating at ε = 0 one obtains (4.9) at x.
We now prove the converse, namely that (4.9) at x implies (4.2) at all g ∈ B.
Fix g and let ξg and ξ
′
g be two elements of J˜
1G which lie over g. Let γ1 be any
path in P˜ joining (du)x to ξg, and let γ2 be any path in the fiber of P˜ → B
joining ξg to ξ
′
g, which exists because of Lemma 4.5. Furthermore, we may
assume that
γ1(ε) = ξg for all
1
2
≤ ε ≤ 1, γ2(ε) = ξg for all 0 ≤ ε ≤
1
2
.
Thus, we obtain two smooth paths
γξg (ε) =

γ1(2ε) if 0 ≤ ε ≤
1
2
ξg if
1
2
≤ ε ≤ 1,
, γξ′g (ε) =

γ1(2ε) if 0 ≤ ε ≤
1
2
γ2(2ε− 1) if
1
2
≤ ε ≤ 1
Finally, we consider the path f : [0, 1]→ E given by
f(ε) = c˜(γξg (ε))(λγξg (ε)v1, . . . , λγξg (ε)vk)− c˜(γξ′g (ε))(λγξ′g (ε)
v1, . . . , λγξ′g (ε)
vk)+
−
k∑
i=1
(−1)i+1l((γξg ⊖ γξ′g )(ε)(vi))(λγξg (ε)v1, . . . , λγξg (ε)vi−1, λγξ′g (ε)
vi+1, . . . , ),
where vi ∈ Ts(g)M . We must show that f(ε) is contained in the zero section
E for all ε ∈ [0, 1]. It is clear that this is true for ε ∈ [0, 1/2]. On the other
hand, for ε ∈ [1/2, 1], the path f(ε) lies inside the fiber Et(g). Thus, it suffices
to show that the derivative of f at ε vanishes for all ε ∈ [1/2, 1]. However,
by Proposition 3.16 this is reduced to the computation (4.12) performed at the
identity (du)s(g), which vanishes by virtue of (4.9).
End of proof of Theorem 1. We put together Propositions 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4.
Of course, we recognize the η’s from the last proposition as the bundle maps jD
associated to Spencer operators (cf. Remark 2.9); hence the relation between η
and D is:
η(j1α) =: D(α).
Using that
Lα(D(β)) = ∇j1αD(β),
it is immediate that the equations on (η, l) from the previous proposition are
equivalent to the equations that ensure that (D, l) is a Spencer operator.
5 Proof of Theorem 3
In this section we prove Theorem 3. LetH ⊂ TG be a multiplicative distribution,
(θ, E) its canonically associated Pfaffian system given in Lemma 3.7, and (D, l)
its associated Spencer operator given explicitly in Theorem 2. Recall that
g = (H ∩ ker ds)|M , E = A/g
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and that jg denotes the symbol representation
jg : g −→ Hom(TM,E), jg(β)(X) = DX(β).
As we have already pointed out in the case of contact geometry (see Sub-
section 3.6, especially equation (3.7)), the involutivity of H is controlled by the
bracket modulo H; using θ to identify TG/H with t∗E, this is
IH : H×H −→ t∗E, IH(X,Y ) = θ([X,Y ]).
We will use the following multiplicativity property of IH.
Lemma 5.1 The map IH : H ∧H → t∗E satisfies
IH(dm(ξ1, ξ2), dm(ξ
′
1, ξ
′
2)) = I
H(ξ1, ξ
′
1) + Ad
H
g I
H(ξ2, ξ
′
2),
where ξ1, ξ
′
1 ∈ Hg, and ξ2, ξ
′
2 ∈ Hh are such that dt(ξ2) = ds(ξ1), and similarly
dt(ξ′2) = ds(ξ
′
1)
Proof. In general, for a regular form u ∈ Ω1(P, F ), denote by Iu the resulting
bilinear form Iu on Ku := Ker(u). If f : Q → P is a submersion, it is easy to
see (using projectable vector fields) that If∗u = f
∗(Iu), i.e.
If∗u(X,Y ) = Iu(df(X), df(Y )) (X,Y ∈ Kf∗u = (df)
−1(Ku)).
In particular, Im∗θ = m
∗Iθ, Ipr∗1 θ = pr
∗
1 Iθ. A variation of this argument also
gives Ig−1 pr∗2 θ = g
−1 pr∗2 Iθ where g
−1 refers to the multiplication by the inverse
of the first component on E. Another general remark is that, for u, v ∈ Ω1(P,E),
Iu+v = Iu + Iv on Ku ∩Kv. Putting everything together we find that
m∗(Iθ) = pr
∗
1(Iθ) + g
−1 pr∗2(Iθ)
on all pairs (U, V ) of vectors tangent to G2 with
U, V ∈ (d pr1)
−1(H) ∩ (d pr2)
−1(H)
from which the lemma follows.
From the multiplicativity of H, one obtains a subgroupoid of J1G:
J1HG = {σg ∈ J
1G | σg : Ts(g)M → Hg ⊂ TgG}.
Each σg ∈ J
1
HG induces a splitting
Ts(x)M ⊕ gt(g) ∼= Hg, (X,α) 7→ σg(X) +Rg(α).
and the idea is to use this splitting to analyze the vanishing of IH. First of all:
Lemma 5.2 IH(H,Hs) = 0 if and only if jg = 0.
Proof. For any y ∈ M , Yy ∈ TyM , βy ∈ gy, extending them to sections
Y ∈ Γ(H) and β ∈ Γ(Hs) and using them in the formula for D in Theorem 2,
we have:
jg(βy)(Xy) = DY (β)(y) = θ1y ([β, Y ]) = I
H
y (βy, Yy)
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where, as before, we identify y with 1y.
For arbitrary σg ∈ J
1
HG with s(g) = x, t(g) = y and Xx ∈ TxM , βy ∈ gy we
write
λg(Xx) = (dt)g(σg(Xx)) = (dm)(g,g−1)(σg(Xx), (di)gσg(Xx)),
βy = (dm)(g,g−1)(Rg(βy)), 0g−1)
and we plug them in the previous lemma:
IHg (σg(Xx), Rg(βy)) = I
H
y (λg(Xx), βy) = jg(βy)(λg(Xx)).
Hence jg = 0 if and only if I
H
g (σg(TxM),H
s
g) = 0 for all σg ∈ J
1
HG. Note that
for any σg and any ξ : TxM → gy linear,
σεg(Xx) = σg(Xx) + εRg(ξ(Xx))
belongs to J1HG for ε small enough, so the last equation also implies that
IHg (Hg,H
s
g) = 0, and then the equivalence with jg = 0 is clear.
Next we introduce a 1-cocycle which takes care of the value of IH on ex-
pressions of type (σg(X), σg(Y )) and which, together with jg, take care of the
involutivity of H. More precisely, define
c : J1HG −→ s
∗Hom(Λ2TM,E)
where, for σg ∈ J
1
HG with s(g) = x, Xx, Yx ∈ TxM ,
c(σg)(Xx, Yx) = Ad
H
g−1I
H
g (σg(Xx), σg(Yx)).
The following is now clear:
Lemma 5.3 H is involutive if and only if jg = 0 and c = 0.
Note that, under the assumption jg ≡ 0, c(σg) only depends on g and not
on the entire splitting σg at g, i.e. c = pr
∗ c0, the pull-back along the projection
pr : J1HG → G of some
c0 : G −→ s
∗Hom(Λ2TM,E).
However, even in this case, we will continue to work with c because G does
not act canonically on Hom(Λ2TM,E), and solving this problem for c0 requires
some work. The aim is to show now that c is indeed a 1-cocycle on J1HG. Of
course, we talk here about a 1-cocycle along s (see Remark 3.14). Also, the
action of J1HG on Hom(∧
2TM,E) is the one induced by the representations λ,
and AdH ◦ pr on TM and on E respectively: for σg ∈ J
1
HG, with s(g) = x,
t(g) = y and for Tx ∈ Hom(Λ
2TxM,Ex),
g(Tx) ∈ Hom(Λ
2TyM,Ey), g(Tx)(Xy, Yy) = Ad
H
g Tx(λ
−1
g Xy, λ
−1
g Yy).
Lemma 5.4 The map c : J1HG → t
∗Hom(∧2TM,E) is a cocycle.
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Proof. Let σg, σh ∈ J
1
HG composable, X,Y ∈ Ts(h)M . Using the formula
describing the composition σg ·σh, i.e. applying (3.2) for u = X and u = Y and
then applying the multiplicativity of IH from Lemma 5.1, we find
Igh(σg · σh(X), σg · σh(Y )) = Ig(σg(λh(X)), σg(λh(Y )))+
+ AdHg Ih(σh(X), σh(Y )).
Rewriting this in terms of c, we obtain, after also applying AdH
h−1g−1
,
c(σg · σh)(X,Y ) = Ad
H
h−1c(σg)(λh(X), λh(Y )) + c(σh)(X,Y ),
i.e. the cocycle condition c(σg · σh) = Ad
H
h−1(c(σg)) + c(σh).
Of course, the next step is to linearize c. Hence we pass to the Lie algebroid
J1DA of J
1
HG. Of course, the inclusion J
1
HG ⊂ J
1G induces an inclusion
J1DA ⊂ J
1A.
Lemma 5.5 Via the decomposition Γ(J1(A)) ∼= Γ(A)⊕Ω1(M,A) (cf. Example
2.8), J1DA consists of pairs (α, ω) with the property that
DX(α) = −l(ω(X)) ∀ X ∈ X(M).
Moreover, the linearization of the cocycle c,
κ : J1DA −→ Hom(Λ
2TM,E),
is given on sections by
κ(α, ω)(X,Y ) = −DX(ω(Y )) +DX(ω(Y )) + l(ω[X,Y ]).
Proof. For the first part remark that J1HG is precisely the kernel of the cocycle
c from Proposition 4.1. Hence its Lie algebroid is the kernel of the linearization
of the cocycle, i.e. the kernel of the cocycle η from Proposition 4.4 (k = 1).
But, by construction of D, η(α, ω) = D(α) + l ◦ ω, hence the first part follows.
For the second part, for the computations, it is better to consider
θ˜g = Ad
H
g−1θg ∈ Ω
1(G, s∗E).
We claim that, for any connection∇ on E, using the induced derivative operator
d∇, one has:
(5.1) c(σg)(X,Y ) = d
∇θ˜(σg(X), σg(Y )).
Indeed, Using the definition of c and θ˜, this reduces to d∇θ˜(X,Y ) = θ˜([X,Y ])
for all X,Y ∈ Ker(θ), which is clear.
We now compute the linearization κ. Let (α, ω) represent a section ζ of
J1DA. From the definition of κ,
κ(α, ω)(x) = (dc)1x(ζx).
Note that, thinking of elements of J1DA in terms of splittings,
ζx = (dα)x + ωx : TxM −→ Tα(x)A, X 7→ (dα)x(X) + ωx(X),
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where ωx(X) ∈ Ax is viewed inside Tα(x)A by the natural inclusion
Ax →֒ Tα(x)A, v 7→
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(α(x) + εv).
To compute (dc)((dα)x+ωx), we will consider the curve σ
ε
g : I → s
−1(x) ⊂ J1G
given by
σε(Xx) = (dφ
ε
α)x(Xx + εω(Xx)),
for all Xx ∈ TxM and ε small enough (for φ
ǫ
α, see Remark 2.11). Note that
σε is a curve in the s-fiber of J1G (not necessarily in J1HG), whose derivative at
ε = 0 is (dα)x + ωx. In fact, one has that
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
σεg(Xx) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
((dφεα)x(Xx) + ε · (dφ
ε
α)x(ω(Xx)))
= (dα)x(Xx) + (dφ
0
α)xω(Xx)
= ((dα)x + ωx)(Xx).
Next, we fix a splitting of ds : H → s∗TM , and for each X ∈ X(M) we
denote by X˜ ∈ Γ(H) the corresponding horizontal lift. Then
σ˜ε(X)g = (dϕ
ε
αr )ϕ−ε
αr
(g)(X˜ + εω(X)
r)
defines an extension of σε(Xx) to X(G).
From the equation (5.1) we deduce that
κ(α, ω)(Xx, Yx) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
d∇θ˜gǫ(σ˜
ǫ(X), σ˜ǫ(Y ))(x),
for all X,Y ∈ X(M).
Finally, to perform the computation, we let ∇ be the pull-back via s of a
connection on E (which we also denote by ∇). We have:
d∇s θ˜gε(σ˜
ε(X), σ˜ε(Y )) = ∇σ˜ε(X)θ˜(σ˜
ε(Y ))−∇σ˜ε(Y )θ˜(σ˜
ε(X))− θ˜([σ˜ε(X), σ˜ε(Y )])
= ε∇σ˜ε(X)θ˜(dϕ
ε
αr (ω(Y )
r)) +∇σ˜ε(X)θ˜(dϕ
ε
αr (Y˜ ))
− ε∇σ˜ε(Y )θ˜(dϕ
ε
αr (ω(X)
r)) −∇σ˜ε(Y )θ˜(dϕ
ε
αr (X˜))
− ε2θ˜([dϕεαr (ω(X)
r), dϕεαr (ω(Y )
r)])− εθ˜(dϕεαr [ω(X)
r, Y˜ ])
+ εθ˜(dϕεαr [ω(Y )
r, X˜ ])− θ˜(dϕεαr [X˜, Y˜ ])
We now take the derivative when ε = 0 and evaluate the expression at x. Using
the fact that ∇ is the pull-back of a connection on E, the first term of the right
hand side of the second equality gives us
∇σ˜0(X)θ˜(ω(Y )
r)(x) = ∇X θ˜(ω(Y ))(x) = ∇X l(ω(Y ))(x),
while the second term gives
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
∇σ˜ε(X)θ˜(dϕ
ε
αr (Y˜ ))(x) = ∇ d
dε
σ˜ε(X)θ˜(Y˜ )(x) +∇X˜
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(ϕεαr )
∗θ˜(Y˜ )(x)
= ∇X
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(φεα)
∗θ˜(Y )(x)
= ∇XDY α,
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where in the passage from the first to the second line we have used that θ˜(Y˜ ) = 0
because Y˜ ∈ Γ(H). It then follows from DY (α) = −l(ω(Y )), that the the first
line of the expression vanishes. The same argument shows also that the second
line of the expression is equal to zero. So we are left with calculating the last
three terms of the expression. We obtain:
−θ˜([ω(X)r, Y˜ ])(x) + θ˜([ω(Y )r, X˜])(x) −
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
θ˜(dϕεαr [X˜, Y˜ ])(x).
From the first two terms we obtain
DY (ω(X))−DX(ω(Y )).
Finally, for the last term we use the fact that X˜ and Y˜ are projectable extensions
of X and Y to obtain
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
θ˜(dϕεαr [X˜, Y˜ ])(x) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
θ˜(dϕεαr ◦ du([X,Y ]x)) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
θ˜(dφεα[X,Y ]x)
=
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
(AdHφεα)
−1θ(dφεα[X,Y ]x) = D[X,Y ]α(x) = −l(ω([X,Y ]x)).
Putting these pieces together concludes the proof of the proposition.
We deduce:
Corollary 5.6 Assume that jg = 0 and consider the induced connection ∇
E
on E (∇EX(l(α)) = DX(α)). Then
κ(α, ω)(X,Y ) = ∇EX∇
E
Y (α)−∇
E
Y∇
E
Xα−∇
E
[X,Y ](l(α)),
hence k vanishes if and only if ∇E is flat.
Proof. From the formula for κ(α, ω)(X,Y ) from the previous lemma, we obtain
−∇EX(lω(Y )) +∇
E
Y (lω(X)) + lω([X,Y ]).
Using that l ◦ ω(Z) = −DZ(α) = −∇
E
Z (l(α)), we obtain the formula from the
statement.
The following closes the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 5.7 If jg = 0 and G has connected source fibers, then c = 0 if and only
if κ = 0.
Proof. Again, we want to apply the van Est isomorphism of Proposition 3.13
and the problem is similar to the one from the previous section (Subsection
4.3): the fibers of j1HG may fail to be 1-connected. And as there, consider the
sequence of groupoids associated to J1HG:
J˜1HG ։ (J
1
HG)
0 →֒ J1HG
pr
−→ G,
and we denote by pr0, p˜r the resulting maps from (J1HG)
0 and J˜1HG to G. The
situation is simpler here because, as as we already remarked, c as a section lives
already on G: c = pr∗(c0). We can apply the van Est isomorphism to p˜r
∗(c0),
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hence it suffices to remark that, since G is s-connected, pr0 (hence also p˜r) is
surjective. This is a general fact about Lie groupoid morphisms. To see this,
note that each s-fiber of a groupoid is principal bundle, and that a morphism
of Lie groupoids induces a principal bundle map between the corresponding
s-fibers. But the s-fibers of J1HG are mapped surjectively to the s-fibers of G
(which are connected!), so it follows that also the restriction to the connected
components of the s-fibers of J1HG are mapped surjectively to the s-fibers of G.
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